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Publisher’s Note

What Is
Around
the
Corner?
A

s with most issues, this issue of Searcy Living
came together in a very unusual way. I found one
feature story while attending a friend’s retirement
party. Others were submitted by various people in our
community. Another by a longtime friend who is going
through a very tough time, yet still keeps a pretty positive
attitude.
I started Searcy Living nearly 20 years ago with the hope that
it would grow to be a source of connection and inspiration to
this community. I’ve often written about how I personally have
grown and evolved with you, and how this journey has been such
a blessing and a learning experience – and a ton of hard work. I
have published success stories you have shared with us, as well
as stories of great losses. In return, I have also shared with you
some of my own personal losses and my fostering journey, which
eventually led to adoption. In my stories and yours, there has been
joy, and sometimes hardships, that accompanied those journeys.
Together we have started a mission to clothe foster children. I
remember so clearly the day I stood in an empty room and asked

God, “What if no one gives clothing and the room stays empty?”
But He opened up the storehouses! Not only did you fill that small
room, but now – years later – we, together, have taken it to a whole
new level, and that ministry has served literally thousands. And, it
is still evolving and growing! That wasn’t me; it wasn’t just you;
it was God orchestrating a joint effort for us to accomplish great
things together.
So, what is around the next corner? I don’t know what seasons
are ahead for any of us. But I do know that I wish to continue to
walk with you, and for us to take this journey together. With a
sincere heart, I strive to share stories that resonate joy, peace and
extreme inspiration. Stories that are God-honoring.
As always, thank you for reading Searcy Living.

remember the extras

.com
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Over the Counter
By Lana Gettman, Pharm.D.,
Associate Professor Harding University College of Pharmacy

Do Not Take a Risk With a Heart Attack:
Know the Symptoms and Act Quickly

M

ore than 1 million Americans experience
a heart attack each year. Every 34 seconds, someone
dies from heart disease. When a heart attack occurs, delay in
treatment can cost a life. Knowing the symptoms of a heart
attack and the most critical thing you can do to save your life
or the life of a loved one is to call 9-1-1 immediately.

If you think you might be having a heart attack (even if you are
not sure), call 9-1-1 immediately. Do not wait! The 9-1-1 operator
can give you advice, and you might be told to chew an aspirin if
you are not allergic, unless there is a medical reason for you not to
take one. Aspirin taken during a heart attack can limit the damage
to your heart and save your life.

What is a heart attack and who is at risk?

What to write down and keep in a handy
place before an emergency?

A heart attack occurs when coronary arteries become blocked,
and blood flow to the heart is suddenly stopped. As a result, the
heart cannot get oxygen. If not treated quickly, the heart muscle
begins to die. Damage to the heart muscle increases, the longer
the coronary artery stays blocked. A heart attack occurs as a result
of coronary heart disease (CHD) or also known as coronary artery
disease (CAD). In CAD, coronary arteries become thicker and
harder from a buildup of fat, cholesterol, and other substances.
Major risk factors for the development of CAD that you can control
are smoking, overweight and obesity, high blood pressure, high
cholesterol, diabetes, unhealthy diet, and lack of physical activity.
Risk factors that you cannot control include a family history of
early heart disease and increasing age.

What are the symptoms of a heart attack?
Some heart attacks are sudden, but most start slowly, with mild
pain and discomfort. Symptoms of a heart attack may vary from
person to person. The following are the most common signs and
symptoms that may indicate a heart attack is happening:
1 Uncomfortable pressure, squeezing, fullness or pain in
the center of the chest. It may last more than a few minutes or
may go away and come back.
2 Discomfort in one or both arms, the back, shoulders,
neck, jaw, or upper part of the stomach.
3 Shortness of breath with or without chest discomfort.
4 Breaking out in cold sweat, nausea, lightheadedness,
dizziness.
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Medicines you are taking and medicines you cannot take because
you are allergic.
Important phone numbers, including of your health care provider
and the person who should be contacted if you go to the hospital.
To learn more about heart disease, you can call 1-800-AHAUSA1 (1-800-242-8721) or visit www.heart.org. Take a few
minutes to write your questions for the next time you see your
health care provider.
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We the People

of the Unite d S tate s of Ame r ic a

White County Cadets
Pictured are three White County Cadets at the All Academies
Ball in Little Rock who will graduate in the class of 2020 from their
respective institutions.
F r o m L e f t t o Righ t :

Conner Sparks (Searcy ‘16)
United States Military Academy-West Point, Class of 2020
Lauren Ramey (Searcy ‘16)
United States Air Force Academy- Colorado Springs, Class of 2020
Jake Cantey (Rose Bud ‘16)
United States Military Academy-West Point, Class of 2020
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in order to form a

more perfect union

“
“

The second manifestation
(fruit) of the Spirit of God in
me is joy. There is cloudiness
to my thoughts as to what the
implications of reflecting joy
might look like. Is joy the same
as happiness? I don’t think so.
It seems much bigger than that.
Jesus says in the gospel of John that joy is made
complete through love, his love reflected in my
love for others. I guess what I’m thinking is that
real joy is only experienced through an active
presence of love working in me and through
me. I can only experience true joy by sharing
in perfect love for another. Thus joy is a deep,
abiding, constant presence of God’s love in me
and through me. Then my joy will not just be
complete, it will be obvious.
– Chuck Hicks

I passed a cemetery today
and saw a gentleman
kneeling at a headstone.
It hit me again how
precious our time is and
how fragile it is. Love
your life. Live your life. Do
what makes you feel alive
because it could all be
done in a second.
– Rose Mary Jackson

”

”
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a nd se cur e the

Blessings of Liberty

Bowling Champions
The Searcy Boys Bowling team recently won the conference
championship. Their jerseys represent autism awareness. Below
are Searcy Boys Bowling seniors. Congratulations!
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We hold

these t r u t h s to b e

self-evident

Cardiology patients with Mallory Brooks from KARK 4 News

Heart to Heart 2020
Unity Health recently hosted its annual Heart to Heart event
with Unity Health – Cardiology Clinic patients, physicians,
associates and community members. Unity Health would like
to thank all the sponsors for this year’s Heart to Heart event.

Fireside Chat speakers Dr.
Eric Robinson and cardiology
patient, Jocelyn Goff

Cardiologists Dr. Leon Blue
and Dr. Katherine Durham present
Medtronic with an award of
appreciation for their partnership
and contributions to Heart to Heart
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That all men

are create d

equal

New Cotton Gin
Coming to
White county
Construction begins on
Tripp Gin Company

The agricultural landscape in White County is
changing. A new cotton gin has broken ground outside
of Griffithville. Cotton had been absent from White
County for over sixty years until two Griffithville farmers
decided to again grow the crop. One of those farmers,
Billy W. Tripp, owner of Tripp Farms, had plans for a gin
since the first day he started growing cotton in 2018.
“I knew if it went well and cotton acreage expanded,” Tripp
said, “we would need a gin to reduce the ninety-mile freight
distances we currently experience, and that day has come.”
The 2018 crop year saw 3,500 acres of cotton grown in White
County. Yields were good despite a wet fall. Acreage was
expanded in 2019, as well as custom harvesting of cotton in
surrounding counties. Plans to drastically increase cotton acreage
in 2020 placed the need for a gin locally as a top priority for Tripp.
In a five-county radius there are 12,500 acres of cotton planned.
With average yields, this equates into 25,000 bales for the gin’s
first year of operation. With a capacity of ginning thirty-six bales
per hour, the gin has the capability for continued growth.
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According to Mark Stoll, Plant Industry Division Director of
the Arkansas Agriculture Department, Tripp Gin Company is
one of only two gins to come online in recent years. “We recently
certified a gin in Winchester to start up again,” Stoll said. “To
have another come on this year is good news for the cotton
industry and good news for Arkansas agriculture. We always
like to see theses types of investments in Arkansas agriculture.”
The new gin checks all the boxes for having a large
economic impact on White County and the surrounding area.
The capital investment for land, buildings and equipment,
including additional cotton pickers and transportation
equipment is an economic boost for associated and related
businesses. Peak ginning season will require a minimum
staff of twenty employees which includes management, gin
operators, lot workers, maintenance personnel and harvesting
teams. “Compared to area farm labor income, you are looking
at very good paying jobs for this type of operation,” said
Tripp. “The gin itself is highly technical and will require
skilled operators. The salary base alone will be good for
White County.”
 Continued

The ginning process separates three cotton byproducts: lint,
seed and cotton seed hulls (commonly referred to as gin trash).
Tripp Gin Company can access markets for all three products
with lint being used by clothing, textile and many other industries,
and the seed as well as the hulls both used by cattle; seed as high
protein feed supplement and the hulls as a palatable fiber.
Tripp wrapped it up best when he said, “Come harvest season,
White County will again be ginning cotton!”
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They are endowed

by their C r e ato r with

certain unalienable rights

Cross Transformation
a t fi r s t P r e sb y t e r ia n c h u r c h

Please join us to witness the transformation of our
cross throughout Lent and Easter. Lent is the 40 days
before Easter. As Jesus was fortified for his ministry by
showing obedience to God when he was tested in his 40
days in the wilderness, we, too, will show our obedience
to God by adding spiritual disciplines over the 40 days
of Lent. As well, we will refrain from doing something
we believe we can’t live without for these 40 days, to
experience in some small way Christ’s suffering.
To honor Jesus’ triumphal entry into Jerusalem Jesus’
followers lined the streets with palm fronds. Join us on Palm
Sunday as we celebrate Jesus’ triumph by each worshipper
placing a palm frond on the cross during worship.
On Easter Sunday, April 12, 2020, at 10:00 AM, as part of our
Celebration of Jesus’ Resurrection we will begin this service by
all worshippers bringing cut flowers to place on the cross. At
the end of worship the cross is taken out to the churchyard and
remains there for several days as a symbol of Christ’s glorious
resurrection.
Just as our cross transforms during Lent and Easter, we offer
everyone to experience a transformation into whom God wants
us to be.
First Presbyterian Church is located at 400 W. Arch Street,
Searcy. Service of the Lord’s Day is at 10:00 AM each Sunday.
The Church Office phone number is (501) 268-2212. Please
call us with any questions regarding our congregation and
opportunities to serve God by serving others. Join us!
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Out & About
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Coke Building Restoration
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$89.00$149.00
per night!

Go to Branson

2 Bedroom
2 Bath
3 Beds

for your vacation
Plan Your Next Getaway!
Great Colorful Decor at this Branson Fall Creek 2BDR, 2Bath
Condo. Conveniently located near Lake Taneycomo, Table Rock
Lake and the excitement of the Branson strip. Loft design keeps the
feel open and the fully equipped kitchen gives you the opportunity
to eat in and enjoy home cooking and the savings of not eating out
every meal. Next time you are headed for Branson, go to the link
below to view seasonal rates and for booking.

Reservations:
Homeaway:
7131715

VRBO:
7131715ha
AirBNB:
26412736
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Making

Every Day
A Soirée

What is a Soirée? A Soirée is a large or important social gathering, affair,
celebration, festivity, fete, function, gala, or special occasion.
Family and friends come together to help us
make these milestones memorable. We celebrate
with laughter, love, food and gifts. Each year we
joyously attend baby showers, birthday parties,
graduations, and retirements. One VERY special
occasion is when a lucky girl gets to announce her
engagement to her parents, family, and friends. After the initial
euphoria, the planning begins. The decisions during this hectic
time can be daunting and intimidating, but the bridal registry
doesn’t have to be one of those. This is the perfect time to visit
with Stephanie Cole and her amazing staff at Soirée Gifts, 1551
East Race Avenue in Searcy.
Stephanie, a life-long resident of Searcy, opened Soirée Gifts
when she recognized the need for a gift shop that offers unique
items to commemorate these special events. Stephanie has been
30 Your Hometown Magazine

blessed to be mentored by Mrs. Becky Pierce (former owner of
Becky’s Hallmark). Becky’s knowledge of the industry and advice
has proven valuable in helping make the registry process a breeze
for the happy couple. Soirée Gifts provides one on one support
for their customers throughout the entire process. Once a bride
has registered, Stephanie and her staff will decorate a beautiful
display to showcase the couple’s selections, a picture of the couple,
wedding date, and shower dates. Each item that is purchased will
be gift wrapped with a gift enclosure card. This card will be useful
for writing thank you notes. Each enclosure card will include the
name and address of the person that purchased the gift, as well as
the name of the gift itself.
Having a bridal registry is helpful for friends and family to
purchase gifts based upon the couple’s wants and needs. There are
many factors to consider when choosing a gift. An important factor

Once a bride has registered,

“

Stephanie and her staff will decorate
a beautiful display to showcase the
couple’s selections, a picture of the
couple, wedding date, and
shower dates.”
is the cost. Soirée gifts has a variety of selections for any price
range. The registry will allow guests to come in and get a gift
that the couple will love. Soirée Gifts keeps a detailed list of the
selections that are purchased for each bride; therefore, duplicate
gifts are not a worry. Out of town guests? No problem! Soirée
has the ability to add each couple’s own tab on their easy-to-use
website, www.Soireegifts.com. Once the shower date arrives,
Soirée Gifts delivers the gifts to the event.
Soirée Gifts is not just your one stop shop for weddings, but
for ALL special moments we want to celebrate. Soirée Gifts
has a baby registry for expecting parents! With lines including
Melissa & Doug, Mason Chic, and OXO TOT, future parents
can pick out unique items to display on their registry for their
new bundle of joy. As with the bridal registries, all gifts will be
delivered to any showers if they so choose.
 Continued on next page.
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Most importantly,

“

we give gifts because
we love.”

We all have felt the frustration of not knowing what to give
someone for a birthday, anniversary, etc. Well, Soirée Gifts has
a wonderful solution to this problem! They have a Wish List
Registry. You can fill out a wish list card and leave it on file with
Stephanie and her staff. This is helpful for those of us that are
unsure of what to purchase for special occasions and makes gift
giving a bit easier. Being a member of the Wish List Registry
comes with perks, too! Those who fill out a Wish List receive
advance sale discounts and periodic coupons for use in store!
As Stephanie says, “Who doesn’t love giving and receiving
gifts?” We give gifts to one another to congratulate, celebrate,
and to thank. We give gifts to apologize, to tell someone we miss
them and wish they were here. Most importantly, we give gifts
because we love. So, as we celebrate the special occasions in life,
go to Soirée Gifts and let Stephanie and her staff help you make
each moment a Soirée!
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Soirée Gifts has a baby registry
for expecting parents!
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Gluten Free ?

What is all this talk
about

By Martha Duncan Overby

In recent years we are more and more hearing

about gluten free products, books written about
gluten free diets, and issues of those dealing with
a gluten free lifestyle. Are we afraid of our food?
Well, for some of us, yes we are.

First of all, what is gluten? Gluten is the name for proteins
found in wheat and any grain genetically related to wheat. That’s
pretty simple. Grains genetically related to wheat are: kamut, rye,
barley and triticale, (a cross between wheat and rye). Gluten acts
as a glue that holds food together, which is why you can find wheat
listed as an ingredient in the most unexpected foods and products.
Here is an example of how these three grains
are used in various foods:
•

Wheat is used in breads, baked
goods, cereals and pastas, but is also
commonly used as a thickener in
sauces, soups and salad dressings.

•

Barley is used in anything malted,
(malted milk, milkshakes, malt extract,
malt syrup, malt vinegar), and in food
coloring, soups, beer and Brewer’s
Yeast.

•

Rye is commonly used in bread, such
as pumpernickel, rye beer and cereals.
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In this day and time, the options for eating gluten free are so
much more prevalent. When you see Walmart now providing a
gluten free section in their bread department, you know the market
for these products is stable. Even without shopping in the gluten
free section, you can find products with the gluten free emblem
(GF) on most store shelves. It should be pretty easy to just make
different food choices to solve this problem. Maybe. There is
another issue to consider: What is your level of gluten sensitivity?
Doug Kaufman has a program on Trinity Broadcasting Network
called Know the Cause, addressing heath issues. He also has
written several books and cookbooks on the subject of health. The
premise of what he teaches is that the grains used to produce our
food are stored in a manner to promote the growth of mold. He
basically believes that most health issues come from the presence
of mold in our bodies. One example of this is his determination
that cancer is a mold. His arguments are pretty convincing. He
has 3 levels of restrictive diets that are grain free. For those people
who follow his teachings, the reason is not wheat gluten, but the
level of mold found in America’s grain stores.
Similar to the problem with mold sensitivity is a reaction
to wheat due to large farming techniques that include pesticide
spraying. When discussing this with my chiropractor, he told
me how his “wheat sensitivities” were not a problem when
traveling in Europe, as they do not use pesticides in farming
as America does. Some people need to be gluten free, again,
not because of the gluten protein sensitivity, but because of a
reaction to the pesticides used when growing the wheat.
The truly gluten intolerant people are labeled as a Celiac.
These individuals really and truly experience an autoimmune
response to the wheat gluten protein. Not only can they not tolerate
eating gluten, but they will react to any cross contamination. For

“Gluten acts as a
glue that holds
food together...”

them, that means the surface their food is cooked on, the utensils
used to cook their food and the oils used to fry their foods, must
not have ANY contact with gluten. This situation is easy to control
when eating at home, where you control the cooking environment,
but eating out can be an intimidating nightmare. Symptoms of
a gluten reaction are different for everyone, but can include skin
rashes, digestive issues, depression, anxiety, headaches, fatigue,
neuropathy, irritation of mouth and throat, nasal congestion, and
eye irritation.
And there is something else to consider. If you have a reaction
to gluten, you may be also reacting to dairy and sugar. For some
people, all three of these can cause either an obvious immune
reaction or inflammation. If you deal with any arthritis or
unspecified aches and pains, then you most likely are dealing with
some level of inflammation. When I first went GF, I also dropped
sugar from my diet for a time. I can tell by squeezing my hands in
the morning how much inflammation I have. If I have eaten sweets
the day before, I can tell the difference.
“Symptoms of Gluten reaction are
different for everyone, but can include skin
rashes, digestive issues, depression, anxiety,
headaches, fatigue, neuropathy, irritation of
mouth and throat, nasal congestion, and eye
irritation.”
I am a member of an International Gluten Free (GF) Facebook
page. Many times you will find people posting about eating a GF
item in a restaurant only to get very ill because that establishment
did not understand the level of control needed to label something
GF. We have a restaurant here in town that has gluten friendly
items on their menu. This means there is no gluten in the item
itself, but it has not been prepared in a GF environment. If you
have sensitivities, you may be able to eat there. If you are a Celiac,
you cannot take the chance of getting glutened, as you may be sick
in bed for days afterward. If you are a Celiac, you must check all
personal items for wheat products. You would not think makeup,
toothpaste, or soaps would have gluten. Think again. Or, a product
might not have wheat in it, but is it produced in a plant that also
processes other products that do have wheat? Have you ever
bought a bag of pecans and read, “produced in a plant that also
processes peanuts,” on the label? If you have a peanut allergy, you
cannot eat those pecans. The same rings true for wheat products.
For a product to be labeled gluten free, it must not contain any
gluten, and it must not be cross contaminated by the production
process either.
 Continued on next page
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“...I have found making this
diet change increased my

quality of life.”

I myself, am gluten sensitive, but not a Celiac. I can eat from
the gluten friendly menus. For the most part I have adapted well
to this new way of eating. First of all, I must read all labels for
sure. I was badly glutened one day by french fries, another day
I had a big problem with Mexican cheese sauce. If I can’t read
the label or I can’t google your GF menu in the drive up line, I
have to pass. I’ve learned to take a Benadryl as soon as I realize
I am having a reaction, and drink lots of water. For me, that first
reaction is my whole body starting to ache, then brain fog and
digestive issues follow. Not fun. But that does not compare to
the grief a Celiac would experience should they be glutened.
There are products marketed as helping with gluten reactions.
One such product is GlutenEase, which contains enzymes to
help process the wheat. Another item I hear that can be taken
for a gluten reaction is food grade charcoal.
I do not know if I am sensitive to the mold in wheat or the
pesticides used to grow the wheat. I have tolerated organic nonGMO bread at times, but I would not push my luck to eat it
every day. I’m feeling better these days and want to stay that
way.
Here’s another idea I think is valid: We are all exposed to
various toxins known and unknown in everyday life. Could it
be that as the amount of toxins build up in our system, we get to
the point where our body’s immune system says “Enough!” and
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starts reacting? I think this logic can apply to other issues we did
not deal with at a younger age. Since going GF, I no longer deal
with the symptoms, and I am off the ulcer meds.
What has surprised me on the GF Facebook page is the lack
of understanding of the people around those dealing with this
issue. It’s as if they think their friend or relative just decided to
go GF to get attention, or they think it’s just the newest trend in
millennial generation concerns. This lack of understanding is
the main reason I chose to write this article. This is a real health
issue that many people around the world deal with.
So, if your doctor has run tests and still cannot determine
why you have headaches, digestive issues, skin problems, sleep
problems, can’t lose weight, etc., etc., you might just try going
GF for three months to see if that helps. I am not a doctor or
medical researcher, and I certainly don’t know all there is to
know about immune reactions to wheat gluten, but I have found
making this diet change increased my quality of life. I hope this
has been a help to someone.
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By Tracy Windley

Chapter 1 - A Place to Die
“We could NOT have been more wrong...”

Jonathan and I had many misconceptions

as we prepared to go to MD Anderson the first time. One was
that we would be staying in the hospital throughout the testing.
I was preparing to sleep in those dreaded recliners and shower
in his room. We had no idea that we would actually be doing
everything outpatient, which would require an extended hotel
stay. The logistics of this, not to mention the cost, seemed
beyond what we could handle! How many nights do you book?
What about parking? Goodness, what about the traffic?
We reached out to Gail Hodges, who was so helpful in giving
us hotel information. We decided to start at the Jesse Jones Rotary
House, which is located onsite for MDA patients and operated thru
Marriott. It was expensive, but had skybridges to allow us to walk
to all of our appointments. We felt this would be our best option to
“learn the lay of the land.”
As we traveled to
Houston, Jonathan looked
at me and said, “MDA is
the place where people
go to die.” We only heard
whispers of it when people
had no other hope but to
go there. Because, you
know people don’t like
to talk about CANCER! I
wish I could describe the
“pit in our stomach” as
we pulled into the Rotary
House. We had fully
prepared ourselves for a
sterile, cold hotel where
emaciated patients were
walking around pushing
IV poles. Were we ever
WRONG!
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The Rotary House is a beautiful hotel with an incredible staff
whose sole purpose is to minister and take care of the patients and
their family! It is gorgeous. It smells wonderful. There is music
playing. They have everything ready for you - even your medical
appointment schedule! You can even have blood work drawn in the
lobby! They have a wonderful restaurant on site. We could park the
car and never have to go out - which seemed like a blessing after
experiencing Houston traffic! They have a shuttle which will take
you just about anywhere - the grocery store, Target, a restaurant,
Rice Village, and even church! There is a laundry room, a gym, an
indoor pool, a fire pit, and Bingo on Thursday!
As we unloaded the car and waited at the elevator, I was struck
at the “normalcy” around us. People were laughing and talking.
Having dinner. Dressed nicely and wearing makeup as if it were
any other day. My emotions were so scattered - didn’t these people
know we were here for CANCER?! Didn’t they know this was
scary stuff?! As we entered our room, I was so overwhelmed at
how nice it was and what an incredible view! The final straw was
going into the room’s bathroom - not only did we have nice lotions
and soaps - WE HAD OUR OWN SHARPS CONTAINER! I just
had to bust out laughing at the irony. For all of my med tech peeps,
you get this!
Over the past year, we have come to call the Rotary House
our second home. And the staff
are our family - truly!!!! John,
Manny, Haileab, DJ, Delores,
Aisha, Alberto, Kidist - you are
our FAMILY!
We could NOT have been more
wrong - MDA is not a place to
die but a place to LIVE AND
THRIVE!

Chapter 2 - Givers and Receivers
in October 2018, Jonathan and I
were having dinner at the Rotary House restaurant, Apicius.
It was the eve of our first round of scans and tests. The LAST
thing we wanted was to be in a nice restaurant sitting amongst
people. Funny thing - GOD enjoys His finest work when you
are in the last place you want to be!
The table seating at Apicius is close, really close. And we were
at a row of small tables where you could keep no secrets. We
looked like terrified kids sitting there - which we were. I’m sure
GOD looked down and said, “I’d better help out.” So he placed
two elderly gentlemen next to us who were from South Louisiana.
They were trying to hurry and finish their meal in order to catch
the baseball game. (It was World Series time). We began chatting
about where we all were from, who was the patient, what tests
were scheduled - just normal dinner chat! :) And of course it
lead to fishing - anybody from South LA has to talk fishing! We
exchanged names and the promises of prayers for each other. This
seemed to loosen us up, which I think was HIS intention all along,
because we had NO IDEA what
was coming next!
At the table to our left was a nice
looking couple who immediately
struck up a conversation. “Which
one of you is the patient and what
are you in for?” WHAT? Is it ok
to ask that? Oh goodness, we have
cancer and NOBODY wants to
talk about it, much less ask you
about it! Jonathan politely said it
was him with a diagnosis of NonHodgkin’s Lymphoma.
To this the man replied: “We
buried one son, lost one son to
addiction, and have been coming
down here for 39 years, AND WE
ARE STILL STANDING! You are
gonna be alright!”
Meet Tom and Susan Clark,
from Lubbock, Texas.
We chatted for some time and
exchanged numbers. The next day, Susan texted and asked if I
wanted them to come sit in the scan waiting room with me. I was in
such a quandary. I knew I should be polite and say yes, but I really
wanted to sit alone in my fear. On SCAN DAYS it is incredibly
hard on BOTH sides of the door - it is scary for the patient, and it
is scary for the family member waiting. I was honest and simply
thanked her, and told her I wanted to be alone. FINE! No hurt
feelings! Just understanding, because they had been there, done
that. Then she asked, “So, how about dinner tonight?” I wasn’t
sure how to reply to that either - we were there for cancer, not
socializing. I deferred to Jonathan after the scan. “Hey, that couple
from last night wants to know if we want to have dinner.”.Jonathan
said, “Well, we have to eat, so why not?”
At dinner that night Jonathan and I poured out our souls to Tom
and Susan. Our fears, our struggles, things we hadn’t even shared
with each other! They understood, they encouraged, they even
gently “chastised” because they have experienced every phase of
this journey! They know all of the detours, road blocks, shortcuts,
and scenic byways!
The next day Susan sent a text with a most generous offer they wanted to help fund our stay at the Rotary House. I did not
reply. Jonathan and I were overwhelmed at the gesture, but we
couldn’t do that! This was OUR BURDEN TO BEAR! And to be

On a fateful night

“It’s a drop to create a ripple.”
honest, financially it IS a burden! Cancer is expensive! Even the
unaccounted things such as travel, motel, food, parking - it’s not
just the chemo - it is the essentials just to get the chemo.
The next day Susan called and said, “Hey, you never responded
to my text.” My response was, “Thank you so much, but your offer
is far too generous and we are far too undeserving.” I will not post
verbatim her response, but there are few people on this earth who
have gotten by unscathed saying such things to me! But the gist of
it was, “It’s not about you and Jonathan; it’s about helping people
so in turn you can help others. It’s a drop to create a ripple.”
Tom and Susan’s gift of sponsoring us to stay at the Rotary House
was to take the financial stress off of us so we could concentrate
on getting well. That’s it - no strings attached. Tom is a retired
firefighter and Susan is a retired school teacher. Just good folks
who have suffered and have EYES OPEN to help others. They
took a leap of faith with us! And we did with them! One of the
HARDEST things we have ever done is to receive! But had we not
allowed Tom and Susan to bless and minister to us, we would have
missed the things GOD had in
store for us - which we will share.
Had it not been for Tom and
Susan, we would have struggled
to make it during the government
shutdown. We were without a
paycheck as we headed down to
begin the clinical trial - 6 weeks
straight for our first round. They
have texted or called EVERY
SINGLE DAY since our first
meeting at the restaurant. They
have traveled to MDA to be with
us during treatment. They traveled
there to celebrate our birthdays.
They taught us to go live life while
you are there. We have gone to
the zoo, the butterfly garden, the
rodeo. They have taught us to
LIVE IN THIS MIDST OF THIS
CRAP!
They continue to sponsor our
stay there and love on us constantly. They have established an
account for us so we can focus on getting well. They have a care
package full of treats and homemade cookies (Susan is the best
cookie maker in the world!) waiting for us when we arrive at the
Rotary House. Tom and Susan always make sure I have flowers!
They keep Jake Windley, Hanna Windley, Tucker Windley, and
Tyler Cardillo, along with Jonathan and myself, equipped with
coats and Texas Tech gear! Tom is an incredible encouragement to
Jonathan - two cancer victims who can be real, but still have fun
together. Susan and I are fellow caregivers who can cry and gripe
at the same time. I tell everyone she is my “older sister” and she
says I am “the oops of the family.” GOD placed them in our lives
at just the time we needed! We came so close to missing it!
On our ride home, we were so overwhelmed! Who were THESE
people? And we promised that, “WHEN WE GET THROUGH
THIS, WE’RE GOING TO HELP PEOPLE, TOO.” And then we
realized, Tom and Susan are STILL GOING THROUGH IT. He
still has cancer and continues to be a patient at MDA. So thus leads
to Chapter 3!
PS - Please be in prayer for Tom and Susan.
PSS - They also went to find Caleb McNair when we told them
he was in Lubbock! :)
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Chapter 3 - The Power of a Blanket

“He showed us it was not about waiting to
serve others later but now...”

In late October 2018, we had
completed all of the testing and Jonathan
was set to begin a clinical trial in January
2019. It would require us to be there 6
straight weeks, then a monthly regimen
of one week in Houston, two home. He
would be administered IV chemo while
at MDA and take an oral chemo pill.
The IV chemo regimen takes 8 hours
to administer, so we knew there would
be MANY hours of sitting - something
neither of us are very good at doing!
While traveling home from our October appointment, we talked
about everything that had happened while we were down there.
We also talked just a bit about what it may be like when we went
down in January. It is incredibly overwhelming to know you will
be gone for so long - leaving jobs, fur babies, and family. We had
many things to get in order before we headed back south. But, we
also knew it would be very important to focus on the holidays and
find a way to enjoy them.
And, of course, we talked a lot about Tom and Susan! To be
honest, we weren’t really sure where to put it all!
How can total strangers be so generous and kind?
Why us? And how would we repay it - or pay it
forward? We frantically tried to come up with ideas
of how we could minster to people, “ONE DAY
WHEN WE GOT THROUGH THIS!” Would we
walk the streets and help homeless people? Would we
help sick people? We were actually stressed out and
desperate to figure out what our “ministry” to others
would look like. But we KNEW it would be after we
got through this! That’s actually funny looking back
now, because GOD never had any intention to let us
wait until we got through this! We may spend our
LIFETIME getting through this - and we are okay with that! HE
let us go along with that mindset for just a few days before HE
showed us it was not about waiting to serve others later, but NOW
WHILE WE WERE GOING THROUGH OUR STORM! We just
had to figure out what it was.
We knew we couldn’t help others financially, because we were
going to be stretched beyond what we could imagine. We also
knew there would be physical limitations, since Jonathan would
probably feel pretty cruddy from the chemo. We also knew we
would be somewhat isolated from large groups because of his low
white blood cell counts.
There really wasn’t a “light bulb moment” of what or how we
would serve others. GOD revealed it at HIS time! And we were
blown away! We still are, as we marvel at HIS plan and are so
humbled in how HE has used us... but more on that to come.
As we prepared to get our affairs in order at home, I knew I
would have to take something with me to occupy my many hours
of sitting. During chemo, Jonathan gets a sedative, so he enjoys
sleep. I would be tasked watching him closely because of prior
anaphylactic reactions. I am not a huge reader, so it had to be
something to keep my hands busy and my mind occupied. But
it also had to be something fairly simple that I could put down
quickly or do mindlessly. I decided to go old school and pull out
my old crochet hooks. I figured I could make small blankets. I
wasn’t sure who they would be for, and what they would look like;
I just knew it would be something to keep me busy. Jonathan was

on board with this idea to keep me busy - it meant I wouldn’t talk
so much while he was having treatment! Typical man! ￼ :)
I went to several craft stores and spent many hours looking
at yarns - weight, wool or acrylic, colors, how many skeins per
blanket, which pattern? Should they be intricate or simple? I have
been known to overthink things just a bit, and this proved to be
no different! To be honest, I figured they would just get thrown in
a pile or end up at a Goodwill Store. I have made blankets in the
past for gifts, and they are often seen as an alternative to buying
a “nice” gift - a way to save money. What people did not realize
was that I gave them the most VALUABLE
GIFT I HAVE TO GIVE - my time! And,
thoughts and prayers as they were stitched.
But, this wasn’t about giving blankets away.
It was SIMPLY A WAY TO OCCUPY MY
HANDS AND MIND as Jonathan received
life-giving chemo. I labeled these as my
“FRET AND FIDGET BLANKETS.”
I decided on the pattern, the yarn type and
weight, and I purchased enough to make 5
blankets for our first trip. I asked
Shea, my rep from a wonderful
fabric company called Greenhouse
Fabrics, if I could get a few tote bags. I figured it would be
handy to give away the blankets in these totes. They were
so gracious to send me several! In November, I began the
first blanket - constantly wondering WHO would receive it
(though I had my thoughts on that) and HOW would I give
it away? And would they even WANT it? It’s funny how
insecurities can creep in and take ahold, no matter what
the circumstance!
When we arrived at MDA in early January, I had
3 blankets completed and enough yarn to make a few
more. During the early phase of our trip, the Berean Sunday
School Class at Plymouth Church of Christ (my Mom’s Sunday
School class) sent us a love offering. We wept as we opened it. This
small group of older women, many who have little, had shown their
love for us not only in being our faithful prayer partners, but in a
tangible way as well. Jonathan and I decided we would use their
love offering to purchase more yarn - I kept a separate envelope
and used every penny on yarn that was woven in love. I hope Mom
can share this story with those very special ladies.
In 2019, we gave 11 blankets away and have a bag full of yarn
ready to make more. Each blanket takes between 30-35 hours and
is full of prayers and love for
the recipient. Some we had no
idea who would receive them
- we just waited for GOD’S
prompting. Others we knew
exactly who they were for, as
GOD placed it so clearly on
our hearts that it was without
doubt. We can’t wait to share
their stories with you as we
have held them VERY TIGHT
to our hearts over this past
year.
Who knew or could even
imagine THE POWER OF A
BLANKET?!
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Chapter 4 - A Love That Befuddles
“Two worlds came together and
baffled all those around.”

As Jonathan and I started on the MD Anderson
journey, we knew without a doubt we were NOT in control
NOR could we fathom what would happen next! This chapter
in our story proved that and changed the course of our lives
forever!
While on our initial visit to MDA in October 2018, Jonathan and
I shared an elevator ride with an older gentleman. He was from a
foreign land and was accompanied by a young man close to our
son Jake’s age. My heart was so filled with compassion for him. I
KNEW how scared we were to be here and battling cancer. I could
not begin to imagine the fear of going to a distant land to battle
it. We were so different, but had so very much in common. As he
exited, we exchanged blessings to each other. We would see him
and his family in the hallways throughout our October stay.
I pondered this man often after we returned home. As I began
stitching the first blanket, I wondered, “Would it be for him,
LORD?” Then I would tell myself to hush. GOD was in control of
who it was for - not me.
January 2019 came all too quickly, and we went into the land
of the unknown. Our daily schedule was filled with blood draws,
chemo, doctor visits, fast track nurse appointments, and rest. We
were trying to get acclimated to our “new home” and not kill each
other - in our 40 years together, we have never been TOGETHER
24/7! We were learning the schedule of hotel guest/patients.
Sunday afternoon at 4 pm the hotel became grand central station
with everyone checking in. It was exciting to see the staff do their
thing. And just like that, Friday afternoon came and it was quiet.
You can’t really appreciate quiet until you spend a Saturday at the
Rotary House. That’s when us “hard core” patients can be seen! ￼
One quiet afternoon, I was in the lobby crocheting and doing
laundry. Jonathan was resting up in the room. At this point we
had given one blanket away (the 2nd one sewn) to an elderly lady
receiving chemo. But, the first one was special to me and I wanted
to be absolutely certain it made it to its intended person. We had
caught a glimpse of the older foreign man and couldn’t believe he
was still there. But, so were we! That afternoon in the lobby, GOD
and I had a chat. I
was getting frustrated
with myself because
I couldn’t let go of
the thought that this
blanket was intended
for this man. But I
also didn’t want to
get ahead of GOD I have a tendency to
do that quite often.
So, I basically gave
HIM an ultimatum:
if I am supposed
to give THIS man
the blanket, let me

be alone with his young companion so that I can give it to him.
That way if he says, “No, thank you,” I won’t be embarrassed in
front of a crowd. Well, I should know better than to give GOD an
ultimatum, because not 10 seconds later that young man sat down
2 chairs from me! OK, TRACY, BALL IS IN YOUR COURT!!!!
I think I literally spoke out loud, “Are you kidding me?!” I
mustered all of my nerve and approached this young stranger. I
asked if he was with an older gentleman from back in October, to
which he affirmed, yes, it was his father. I told him I had a gift and
asked him to please stay right there while I went to get it. I was
sure he would NOT be there when I returned! I busted in the room
to get the blanket, and told Jonathan I would explain later. I told
the son how I was filled with compassion for his father, and had
made a simple gift as a gesture of that compassion. I can’t even
explain the level of his gratitude, and how complimentary he was
of the blanket. We exchanged names and phone numbers and went
our separate ways.
I was shaking so hard on the elevator ride to share this story with
Jonathan. I was also very nervous about telling him who I gave it
to - I had NEVER given him even a thought of this while I was
crocheting it. When I got to the room, he was smiling and asked if
I gave the blanket away. Yep! Jonathan said, “I bet I know who to
- it was the Sheik, wasn’t it?” Jonathan’s next words SOLIDIFIED
GOD’S PLAN IN THIS: He said, “I knew from the very first stitch
who it was for!”
Just a few hours later, we received a call from Khalaf (the son)
saying his father wanted to speak to us. Mr. Ahmed was so grateful
for the gift and had presented it to his wife, who was in the hospital
at MDA battling cancer. Thus began a lifelong friendship between
our families.
I could write a book just on our days with Mr. Ahmed and his
family - one day I just may - but, for now, I will only give you a
glimpse. We spent many hours talking about crops - especially rice
- and horses, our favorite foods, our families, and life. We shared
books on Arkansas, cupcakes, rice, chocolate, and even tears
hanging out in the lobby of the Rotary House with Khalaf. I will
never forget walking down the skybridge while Mr. Ahmed held
my arm as a daughter. Khaled, his son and Jonathan would talk
at length about crops. I often wonder what people thought of our
unlikely friendship - we loved them and they loved us. Two worlds
came together and baffled all those around. And as a result, others
opened up and we found our calling - to LOVE ALL PEOPLE
WITH A LOVE THAT BEFUDDLES!
In late March, his wife lost her battle with cancer and we grieved
for our friends. We still keep in touch and have been invited to be
their guests in their country. Someday, we will visit them in their
homeland - Abu Dhabi, UAE.
I am dating this post because Mr. Ahmed ALWAYS told me
“Tracy, you always put the date on important things!”
So, on this very important day, January 20, 2020, I am sharing
with the world about the friendship between us!
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Chapter 5
The Day We Met The Legend!

“It is a day I will forever hold
dear to my heart!”

Some days you just don’t feel like being around people

Over the next month we spent many precious times with Ed
- some hard, raw, and honest. Others just fun conversation. One
day while Jonathan was hooked up to chemo, Ed called and
asked if he could come over to hang out with us. I wasn’t sure
Ed could physically make the long walk to where we were - his
treatments were wearing him out. And, I wasn’t sure if Jonathan
was ok with somebody hanging out with him during chemo - we
hadn’t shared that experience with anyone yet. But it just seemed
like we were all supposed to be together
that day. Ed made the journey, and it was
well worth it. It is a day I will forever hold
dear to my heart! Those two guys needed
each other that day - and I was blessed to
be amongst it.
We finally got to meet Kathy Sceery,
Ed’s precious better half! Her smile is
so contagious and her personality is
even sweeter! They were great dinner
companions and chemo buddies as they
came to keep us company during a chemo
round. It’s amazing how fast the 8 hours
can go when you are surrounded by friends!
Kathy, Ed, Jonathan, and myself are
forever friends and we keep in touch on a
regular basis. We look forward to the day when we can finally
get out to the ranch and hang out on the porch watching elk!
I know many people walking the halls at MDA have no idea
they are in the presence
of THE LEGENDARY
DR. ED SCEERY!
And don’t let his low
key appearance fool
you - Ed is NOT just
any ordinary guy! He
is one of THE smartest
people we know! He is
a LEGEND to many
across the U.S.
But for Jonathan and
myself - we are proud
to call Ed friend!

- even when you are surrounded by people. I was having one
of those days on January 14, 2019.
Jonathan was a bit under the weather and resting in our room.
I needed to make a grocery store run, so I waited for the Rotary
House Shuttle. I really just wanted to be invisible - I was having
the “cancer blues.” I quietly asked the gentleman next to me if
he was waiting for the shuttle also. Yes,he was on a grocery run,
too. We loaded up on the shuttle and
by no happenstance this gentleman
and I sat next to each other.
Of course, it didn’t take long to
strike up a conversation - I’m not
really wired to be quiet for long.
Down at MDA, it doesn’t take long
to cut through the basics - where
you are from, what you have, how
long you here for! Then it went to
our occupations. Ed explained he
was the owner and creator of game
calls. He asked, “You know what a
game call is?” Yep - I just happen to
have married a long time trapper and
hunter, so I know game calls.
Ed and I exchanged phone numbers - you do that with
“strangers” often down there because you aren’t strangers for
long! We agreed to text each other when we filled our buggies that way the shuttle driver only had to make one trip back to the
grocery store. I texted Jonathan and asked if he was familiar with
Sceery Game Calls. I could just feel the long pause as Jonathan
pondered from our room WHY IN THE WORLD WOULD
I ASK THAT ON A GROCERY RUN?! He finally replied,
“Why? Is there a coyote in the store?” :) “Nope,” I replied. “Just
Ed Sceery, the owner and creator of those calls. I will introduce
you two when we get back.”
The three of us got together that afternoon and thus began an
IMMEDIATE AND LIFELONG FRIENDSHIP! Jonathan and
Ed were like friends from another life - they never missed a beat
and talked for 3 hours! And for the record, I contributed very
little to that conversation! It was actually very refreshing to
watch two guys forget about their cancer and crappy treatment
for just a bit and talk critters and laugh.
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Chapter 6 - We Call Her “Ours”
“... A bond was formed that was
meant to be.”

When you are at the Rotary House for an extended

stay - especially one that goes beyond just weeks, but goes
into months - you develop a sense of HOME. You know the
smells, the sounds, and the rhythm of flow of guests and staff.
You especially have the buffet menu memorized at Apicius
Restaurant - Prime Rib night with the little shrimp salad is
always a favorite! And, of course, there is Thursday Night
BINGO! I should tell you about Bingo night, but I will save
that for another day!
This chapter, we want you to get to know Aisha, whom we call
OURS! We always introduce her as our daughter to everyone in
Houston! Aisha worked the front desk at the Rotary House. She
was always kind, but quiet and not big as a minute. We were
“familiar” with her but we didn’t “know” her.
Until that horrible day when we learned Mr. Ahmed’s wife
had passed. I had waited for him at our regular meeting place the Skybridge as he went to visit his wife in the hospital. He was
ALWAYS punctual, but not that day. I went to the front desk to
ask where the family was, but was told they had checked out.
We were devastated! We had dinner plans with their family!
We didn’t get to say goodbye! We didn’t get to hug them and
comfort them in their loss! We had a special gift for them! Aisha
came out and told me of her passing and assured me she would
do everything she could to make sure they received our gift and
our condolences.
Later that day she texted me to meet her after work. It was
another “GOD WINK” moment that would forever change our
lives! We sat in the gardens and shared our stories of Mr. Ahmed’s
family. And cried together for their pain and for our own in
knowing they were gone. I know that makes no sense to many of
you - but there is something very comforting in having a routine
at MDA. For us longtimers - we know each others’ routines. We
look for each other in very specific locations at specific times.
We know who sits where. Who are night people and who aren’t.
We know when their family member is struggling. We know
their testing schedule. We celebrate good news and encourage
through bad. We are excited to share different restaurant reviews.
We share cupcakes! WE BECOME FAMILY!
As Aisha and I grieved together, a bond was formed that was
meant to be. And just like that, Jonathan and I became her Mama
Windley and Jonathan! Her parents had returned to Dubai along
with her sister, and she had a void which we were blessed to fill.
And she filled a void for us!
As the months passed, we went through many life experiences
together - death of a young friend, career choices, cancer junk.
We were there for her and she was there for us. The time came
when she knew she needed to go be with her family for a while
- which meant leaving us here! We were crushed, but knew her
parents needed her. We had so many things we wanted to do
together - places we wanted to take her - places she wanted to
take us!
On our final weekend together, Aisha took us to an authentic
Pakistani restaurant - Mai Colachi. It was absolutely wonderful,
and we were treated with so much grace and love! Our waiter
and Aisha picked many of the “must try” dishes and we

enjoyed
everything!
The restaurant owner
was so incredibly kind
- he gave us his card
and told us we were
welcome ANYTIME,
and he would even help
choose our food! It was
a night we will always remember - except for the drive back to
the Rotary House! Aisha drives very fast, and Jonathan did the
white knuckle thing in the back seat! Actually, it was just typical
Houston driving, but pretty funny to see him fall out the back
and kiss the ground when we arrived! :)
The evening concluded with just enjoying conversation in
the Rotary House lobby. We were surrounded by all of her coworkers, who were wishing her farewell. There were way too
many selfies - I had to learn to “pose” for snapchat pics - all
adorned with the flames and stars! I even had to practice posing!
We laughed soooooo much - though we never convinced
Jonathan to get in the pics! And if it couldn’t get ANY sweeter,
Aisha presented me with a gift which I will ALWAYS treasure!
A traditional SHALWAR KAMEEZ made especially for me
from Pakistan. I have to admit Mama Windley broke down in
tears when I went to put it on for everyone. And we cried even
more as we hugged that night and said our “see you laters.”
The day Aisha got on the plane to go to Dubai she called,
crying, “I’m going to miss you both so much!” As much as we
wanted her to stay - in this season she needs to be a blessing
to her family and help them. We keep in touch constantly with
texting, and even phone calls!!! Her family keeps us in their
prayers and they are in ours!
We know you all would love Aisha as much as we do! We are
proud to call her OURS!
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Chapter 7
A Band of Brothers
The funny thing about cancer is that NOBODY wants to
talk about it - even though it touches every single one of us in
some shape or form. It is definitely the proverbial “WHITE
ELEPHANT” in our lives! Especially for men. Though women
talk about everything - some things way too much - men find
it especially hard to “chat” about cancer. I suppose by now
you have figured out that Jonathan and I are EXTREMELY
TRANSPARENT AND AUTHENTIC about our journey with
cancer - and we are VOCAL about it.
We have a group of
duck hunting buddies
that we hang out with
throughout the year - but
especially during duck
season. There are many
texts during that glorious
60 days (duck season,
for our non-hunting
friends)
concerning
the flight patterns and
ALWAYS the water
levels! There are some
days we even get to
hunt together - though
not near enough! And a
fish fry to celebrate (or
commiserate) the end of
the duck season - which
means the beginning of
turkey season, trot lines,
and crappie fishing! ￼ :)
Jonathan and I met these guys through many different ways some as co-workers with the US Fish & Wildlife Service, some as
fellow federal game wardens, some as farmer/refuge relationships,
some through common work with the Arkansas Game & Fish, and
some were made in the duck woods. But common amongst them
all is the bond of friendship, the love of the outdoors, and the desire
to preserve this incredible habitat for future generations.
When Jonathan was first diagnosed, I think it rocked the whole
circle of guys! One of “them” was touched by this crap - not some
old guy from church, or the uncle of a friend, but ONE OF THEM!
That kind of thing shakes a guy - it would shake anyone, but for a
man it is different. There is such a sense of responsibility of being
the provider and protector of the family that little thought is ever
entertained of, “What if it’s me?” I know this group of guys were
shaken, BUT they reached out to Jonathan! Through texts and
phone calls and many prayers! They watched him struggle through
the first year of chemo, but kept his mind occupied with outdoor
things.
BUT THEN IT GOT WORSE! When the lymphoma was no
longer responding to treatment and we knew we would be heading
to MD Anderson, the game changed. Reality set in. We would be
in this for the long haul.
At the fish fry shortly before we would be leaving for MDA,
you could sense the anxiety from the guys. I remember Jim quietly
asking me how Jonathan was feeling - the concern so evident.
My response - “Ask him! He has cancer. HE KNOWS HE HAS
CANCER! And he doesn’t mind talking about it!” You see, it is
this funny dichotomy for cancer people - we don’t want our lives
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“...don’t let men fool you - they have
just as many words as us gals!”
to be all-consumed by cancer, but it is all-consumed by cancer. We
want to talk about it, but we also want to talk about regular things.
WE WANT TO DO BOTH! Pretending or avoiding talking about
it creates an imbalance for us!
That night opened a new door for all of the guys - they learned
how to talk about cancer and then talk about duck hunting and
fishing. And don’t let men fool you - they have just as many words
as us gals!
One of Jonathan’s true passions is upland bird hunting - quail
& pheasants. He researched and
researched and researched a new gun
just for that type of hunting. He never
makes a spontaneous purchase! He
and Jim had talked at length about
those guns. But life happens and
purchases are put on the back burner.
One day Jim called me and said we
need to talk. The guys wanted to do
something special for Jonathan but
needed input from me. Trying to
have a “sneaky” conversation around
a retired federal officer (Jonathan)
proved to be tricky. I have to confess,
I lied on more than one occasion!
But it had to be done! :)
Trying to coordinate this whole
thing took Divine Intervention and
a lot of planning, but Jim & the
guys got it done! On April 6, 2019
Jonathan and I headed down to our
“annual spring fish fry.” Chief cook Jason Jackson, better known
as Buck, would be doing his thing with the catfish, french fries,
hushpuppies, and corn poppers, while Rosi made her famous cole
slaw and deviled eggs. I would bring up the rear with banana
pudding. As we pulled in, Jonathan said, “What in the world is
Willie Oxner doing here? And there’s Dennis Widener. What is
going on?” Now Jonathan is one hard cookie to pull one over on
and he PRIDES himself on this! BUT THIS TIME WE HAD HIM!
That night was FULL of good eating, loud talking, and tons of
laughing! We caught up with friends we hadn’t seen in way too
long! But Jonathan had NO IDEA WHAT WAS TO COME! Jim
got up to give a speech and made a very special presentation to
Jonathan. This BAND OF BROTHERS had come together and
gifted Jonathan a beautiful Winchester OU gun. Now there may
have been MANY MAN TEARS shed that night, but I will neither
confirm nor deny that fact. Even now, there are simply not words
to describe the love felt or the appreciation for a lifelong gift. We
ended the evening by sharing some of our MDA stories which we
held so dear. This night just put a cherry on top of them!
In November 2019, Jonathan and I had the opportunity to go
pheasant hunting in South Dakota. There he harvested his first
pheasant with Fenni using his “Brother Gun.” You won’t read a
better story than that in Outdoor Life magazine!
To this Band of Brothers: You are one of a kind! And much loved!
Jim Ronquest, Buck Jackson, Jeremy Nguyen, Dennis Widener,
Willie Oxner, Michael Oxner, Jerry Griggs, and Keith Weaver.

Chapter 8 - Fog Advisory
“I snapped a photo of the fog,
knowing that illustrated exactly
what we were facing - the
unseen and unknown.”

On what was to be a regular “Chemo day” in September
2018, our normal was shattered once again. Dr. Koch informed
us the scan showed the lymphoma was no longer responding to
chemo, and we needed to find a specialist right away. We were
not prepared to hear that news. We didn’t want to hear that
news. But there it was. We could research for a few days, but
needed to make a decision on where to go by the next week.
Not many people know my first career was in Medical
Technology working in Hematology and Blood Bank. I should
have no problem researching the best specialist. But, when it’s
your family, the perspective gets cloudy and desperate. Funny
thing is, there is not an app listing THE BEST lymphoma specialist
in the world. We will be forever grateful to David and Felicia
Evans, who spent their Sunday afternoon researching for us. Dr.
Nathan Fowler of MD Anderson in Houston, Texas was our guy!
We called on Monday, and before we knew it we were scheduled
for 3 weeks of testing.
In the middle of all of this excitement in the span of a weekend,
we were to be packing for a trip to North Dakota. It would be our
first trip since Jonathan’s cancer diagnosis. We went back and forth
for days discussing whether or not we should go. We didn’t know
what was ahead of us -both with his health or financially. Those
are the REALITIES of cancer. Finally, Jonathan simply said, “I
need this trip.”
Now it’s about to get real - a very real glimpse into the cancer
journey. We put on strong faces and smiles most of the time.
And most of the time that’s how we feel. But there are times that
strength is gone and fear sits at your feet. Many have told us FEAR
AND FAITH cannot be together. I am here today, telling you that is
WRONG! Our faith is huge! And our fear is HUGE!
As we ventured out everyday exploring the Badlands of North
Dakota, I wondered if this would be our last trip together. Should
I video every part? Should I take tons of pictures? Or should I just
take mental notes and memories to store them away? Would he be
gone next year? What would life look life without “Jonathan and
Tracy” as a team? We had been together 40 years, and that was not
near enough time to explore and experience everything! The days
were too short and the fear-laden sleepless nights were too long.
And just like that, it was time to go home and begin the battle of
our lives. As we pulled out, there was an incredibly dense fog - the
kind so thick you couldn’t see a foot in front of you. I snapped a
photo of the fog, knowing that illustrated exactly what we were
facing - the unseen and unknown. We would venture forward on
faith in the fog that lay ahead at MD Anderson.
Jonathan began what was to be a 30-month clinical trial using
two types of chemo in January of 2019. For 6 months, he received
an IV chemo and an oral chemo. He was always tired, and honestly
felt like he had been run over by a freight train, but he always
went to work. He had a very strong and determined will to beat
this! And we almost made it, except for that ONE stubborn lymph

node that grew, and became more active. He went through a short
break from the chemo to see if that would help. A month later, it
had only grown larger and become more active. The decision was
made to take an extended break, and let his body rest. Honestly,
we were concerned, but beyond that we were thrilled to be HOME
for longer than two weeks! We could actually unpack our suitcases
AND PUT THEM AWAY! You just don’t know the joy we felt the
day we put those suitcases in the attic!
In October 2019, we returned to MDA for another scan. We were
actually pretty positive - Jonathan felt good, and we were sure
that one lymph node would be about the same. But that was not
the plan. Now there were 9. NINE! Not one, but NINE enlarged
lymph nodes showing increased activity. We were devastated. And
scared. And tired. And weary. And worried. Dr Fowler discussed
the situation at length and it was decided our course of action
would be to WAIT - wait 3 months and repeat the scan. Broken and
deflated, we came home and tried to do “normal.” It took awhile to
find our rhythm, knowing all we had accomplished was now going
backwards. We immersed ourselves in work and everyday life.
In November of 2019, we took a trip to South Dakota for
pheasant hunting. We had a wonderful time, even with minus 10
degree weather! On our last day, as we pulled out to come home,
we snapped a picture - a dense fog had settled in. We had a pretty
good chuckle at the irony of how once again we were venturing
into the unknown, the unseen, on faith! We thought we understood
what that meant - we had done that before! But that’s not how this
works - that’s not how any of this works!
Yesterday, we headed down south to MDA. We walked into
the Rotary House, greeted by hugs from Haelab and our friend
Natasha. The smells, the sounds, the Sunday afternoon chaos
of people checking in reminded us we were “home.” Monday
morning Jonathan will have blood work and scans. We will meet
with our new doctor on Wednesday for the results and treatment
plan. Dr. Fowler has taken a research position in Boston, so we
have a new doctor. One more part of this foggy adventure!
We don’t know exactly what is in store for us this week, but we
will embrace it and love on people while we are here!
In the meantime, go slowly and bravely into that fog!
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“We will treat this as just another one of
our MANY ADVENTURES - though we
would rather be fishing...”

Chapter 9
Traveling This Way Again
You know the saying, “Been there, done that!”? That

would sum up our past week - ALMOST! As a cancer family,
you go through the “routine” of scans, fretting about the scan
results, and then reacting to the scan results. Occasionally, it
comes with a nice surprise - the scan shows great news. Most
often it is the expected “same ole thing” - it’s still there and we
have to deal with it. And every now and then, it is the “stomach
punch” result of growth and change.
This past week we had the stomach punch. Jonathan’s scan
showed increased growth and activity in the lymph nodes along
with decreased blood counts. Honestly, we were anticipating it.
We were feeling pretty BRAVE, because we were expecting it and
planning for a few additional days to stay in Houston for chemo.
But that was not the plan. Our treatment plan would be a bit more
“involved” this round and our world would be upended - BUT
ONLY FOR A SEASON!
Jonathan will begin a new treatment regimen which is a clinical
trial. Let’s chase a rabbit for a moment here. Many people worry
that a clinical trial means he will be a guinea pig - poked and
prodded and filled full of scary stuff. YES - he will be poked, and
prodded, and filled with scary stuff - WELCOME TO CANCER!
A clinical trial is a BLESSING for us! He will receive cutting edge
treatment that only a few people in the world will get - for now!
He will be so closely monitored that they know what he thinks
before he even does! Not really, but he is monitored closely and
tested beyond measure. He will have a world class team of medical
providers right by his side! And because of his participation,
MANY others will have new hope in the future!
This trial will entail some time away from our home base. At
least it will be between duck season and when fishing season really
cranks up! Those things matter to us! :) Seriously, we will go
down for 5 days of testing - that’s the “been there, done that” part
- MRI, PET scan, bone marrow biopsy, lots of blood work, yada
yada yada. What is for certain is that we have to be flexible as

schedules change constantly! We are trusting the PLAN and the
PROCESS especially since we are not in charge or control of THIS
STORY!
Are we scared? Of course! Are we tired? Very! Was this a hard
decision? Yes and no - we are BLESSED with the best care so we
move forward trusting. Do we want to do this thing called cancer
anymore? NOPE! But this is what GOD has for us and because
of it we are different and better people. We will treat this as just
another one of our MANY ADVENTURES - though we would
rather be fishing in South Louisiana with Travis Miller! But that
will come in due time. For now, HE has called us to go be in a
place where Jonathan can be SERVED and where we can SERVE!
And that is exactly what we will do!
As always, we covet your prayers. Stay tuned - who knows what
the “Rest of our story” will hold!

Chapter 10 - Home Away From Home
“Home away from home” A care package was waiting,
thanks to Tom and Susan! It had all of our favorites! And Susan
outdid herself with special valentine cookies that are almost too
pretty to eat! ALMOST!
This is test week. Counting on HIM to take our MESS and turn
it into a MESSAGE. And turn our TESTS into a TESTIMONY.

“Counting on HIM to take our MESS
and turn it into a MESSAGE. And turn
our TESTS into a TESTIMONY.”
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Financial Focus

Are Your

Financial & Tax Advisors

Talking?
Now that we’ve closed the book on 2019, it’s officially Tax Season. As you prepare your tax returns

for the April 15 deadline, you might already start looking for opportunities to improve your tax-related financial
outcomes in the future. And one important step you can take is to connect your tax professional with your financial
advisor. Together, these professionals can help you take advantage of some valuable strategies:

Roth vs. traditional IRA
If you’re eligible to contribute to a Roth IRA and a traditional
IRA, you might find it beneficial to have your financial advisor
talk to your tax professional about which is the better choice.
Generally, if you think your tax rate will be higher in retirement,
you might want to contribute to the Roth IRA, which provides
tax-free withdrawals (if you’re older than 591⁄2 and have had
your account at least five years). But if you think your tax bracket
will be lower when you retire, you might be better off with the
traditional IRA, which offers upfront tax benefits – specifically,
your contributions may reduce your annual taxable income in a
given tax year. Your tax advisor may have some thoughts on this
issue, as well as how it might fit in with your overall tax picture in
retirement.

Taxable vs. non-taxable income
Turning taxable income into non-taxable income can lower
your current year’s tax bracket. Depending on your income,
you could potentially subtract your traditional IRA contributions
(or your SEP-IRA contributions if you’re self-employed) from
your taxable income. And even now, it’s not too late to affect the
2019 tax year, if you still haven’t reached the IRA or SEP-IRA
contribution limits. Before you file your 2019 tax returns, your tax
professional can tell your financial advisor how much you would
have to contribute to your traditional IRA, SEP-IRA or similar
account to potentially lower your taxable income. If you make the
contribution, your financial advisor can illustrate how it would
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impact your retirement picture and make a recommendation on
how to invest the money. (You can fund your IRA with virtually
any type of investment – stocks, bonds, mutual funds, and so on.)

Capital gains taxes on mutual funds
You might think you have total control over taxes related
to your mutual funds. After all, you decide how long to hold
these funds before selling shares and incurring capital gains taxes.
However, mutual fund managers are usually free to buy and sell new
investments as they see fit, and some of these sales could generate
capital gains taxes for you. If these taxes are relatively large in
any one year, your tax professional may notice and could relay
this information to your financial advisor. This doesn’t necessarily
mean these mutual funds are inappropriate for you; they still may
be suitable for your goals, risk tolerance and time horizon. But the
tax aspect may be of interest to your financial advisor, who might
recommend more tax-efficient investment options.
Your investment and tax pictures have many overlaps, and by
ensuring your team of advisors is working together, or at least
communicating with each other, you can increase the chances of
getting your desired results.
This article was written by Edward Jones for use by your local
Edward Jones Financial Advisor.
Edward Jones, its employees and financial advisors cannot
provide tax or legal advice. You should consult your attorney or
qualified tax advisor regarding your situation.
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The Olympian’s Races
By Cecelia Wilson
On a podium in Rome in 1960, 19-year-old Earl Young stood listening
to the “The Star Spangled Banner” with an Olympic gold medal resting against
his chest; the following year he graced the cover of Sports Illustrated. He was
on the top of the world.
But in September 2011, at age 70, Earl was diagnosed with Acute
Myeloid Leukemia and learned he would die within months
without a bone marrow transplant. The tragic news was a stark
difference from the charmed life the Olympian had led up to that
point. As a young man, his life was defined by strength and world
record speeds, but in his 70s Earl faced a race hindered by weakness
and the slow march of time. Fortunately, his athletic mindset
taught him to endure, to dig deeper and, through his abiding faith
in God, Earl turned both of his life-defying races into gold.
Born in San Fernando, California to a father who was a runner,
the long-limbed newborn seemed destined to follow in his father’s
footsteps. The day Earl was born, his father was convinced of his
son’s future and proudly proclaimed to the doctor, “There’s my
quarter-miler!” Unlike his father, Earl would have the opportunity
to take his own running skills to a different level by attending a
world class track and field college in Texas. After all, Abilene
Christian University boasted a coach who had already been training
Olympic track athletes, including Bobby Morrow, who won three
52 Your Hometown Magazine

gold medals in the 1956 Olympics
in Melbourne, Australia.
Earl’s gift of speed earned his
acceptance to the University,
but one can never underestimate
the power of a loving family in
helping others see your talents. It
was only after moving to Texas
to attend ACU (a private, nonprofit university affiliated with
Churches of Christ) that Earl
learned his Grandmother Bessie
had written the coach a letter
encouraging him to check out her
fast grandson who was also a fine Christian. His interest piqued,
Coach Oliver Jackson was in California some time later, saw Earl
Young run and was duly impressed. He offered the 6’4” speedster
a scholarship on the spot.

The mission of Earl Young’s Team
is to increase public awareness for
the need of donors to supply bone
marrow for blood cancer patients,
and to increase the number of
volunteers who sign up to join the
national registry.
“Fortunately, his athletic mindset taught him
to endure, to dig deeper and, through his
abiding faith in God, Earl turned both of his
life-defing races into gold.”

We partner with Delete Blood Cancer
in hopes of providing more success
stories like our namesake.

As a sophomore at ACU, Earl had an opportunity to qualify for the
Olympics to be held in Rome in 1960. “Back then, the first six in the
NCAA finals, the first six in the national AAU finals, and the first three
in the Armed Forces’ finals were chosen for the Olympic trials. The first
race that came for me to qualify [in] was the NCAA — I didn’t even
make the finals,” Young remembers. “I ran a stupid race; went out in the
semis — Wow!” But his next opportunity at the national AAU meet in
Palo Alto, California was a different story. Making it through the semis,
Earl was encouraged. “In the finals I drew lane one. I love lane one,
because you’ve got everybody in front of you!” It was the motivation he
needed. He finished second, but it was enough. The transplanted Texan
had just qualified for the Olympic team.

“...One can never underestimate the power of a
loving family in helping others see your talents.”
The first of his two Olympic races was the individual 400-meter dash.
Young clocked a personal best 45.9 in world record time, only to finish
sixth in the finals behind five faster runners. Two days later, the prelims
began for the 4x400m relay, and he and his three teammates were soon
through to the finals. Jack Yerman ran the first leg, with Earl running
the second. Earl led his entire leg and handed the baton off to the ’56
gold medalist, Glenn Davis from Ohio State. (Earl’s running idol when
he was in high school and an honor that still touches Earl to this day.)
After Otis Davis ran the final 400m leg, the USA had earned a gold
medal, ahead of Germany and Western Antilles in world record time.
Earl Young was an Olympic Champion, and the following year he was
on the cover of Sports Illustrated. He was not yet 21.
Business ventures followed graduation from Abilene Christian. As
President and CEO of Madagascar World Voice, he assisted World
Christian Broadcasting with the building of a shortwave radio station in
that country. He traveled the world for companies, investment banking
firms, and public and private corporations. He is currently the director
of the Corporate Council on Africa, a member of the Abilene Christian
University Council and a director of the American Studies Institute
Advisory Board of Harding University. Success had followed in his
wake, but 2011 brought the biggest challenge of Earl Young’s life.
Young had been working out with the Highland Park High School
track team, leaving him feeling a little run down; however, the athlete in
him wasn’t alarmed at this normal reaction to workouts. His runny nose
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“His recovery convinced Earl that God
had granted him another great victory,
and he was determined to
make every moment count.”

and persistent cough were annoyances, but he finally decided it was time
to make an appointment with his doctor. After tests were run, the doctor
brought Earl into his office to talk. Amazed that Earl wasn’t feeling bad,
the doctor told him his white blood cell count was extremely low and
sent him across the street to see an oncologist for a bone marrow biopsy.
A needle was inserted in his hip, then there was nothing to do but wait.
His oncologist shared the results: “Mr. Young,” the professional said
frankly, “I have some bad news. You have Acute Myeloid Leukemia (an
aggressive type of blood cancer).” He went on to explain that of the 70
different kinds of blood cancers, Earl had the worst.
“How long do I have?”
“Three months,” the doctor responded.
The 70-year-old Olympian took the news in stride and began to consider
his options: 1) do nothing and face imminent death; 2) begin meds and
chemo and gauge the results; or 3) the only real cure —a bone marrow
transplant. “For me,” Young says, “that was a no-brainer. I chose life.
[But] I had no idea what I was facing.”

“...The next great race in Earl’s life had begun.”

“I want everybody to know and to
know for themselves [life’s] real. It’s
real and it’s short. Get on with your
work, whatever you’re doing (writing,
running, whatever), do it in the Name
of the Lord. Do your work as if
you’re working for the Lord!”
—Earl Young
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The next great race in Earl’s life had begun. After updating his family,
he checked into a Dallas hospital that night and began chemo the next
morning. Over the next few months there would be three more rounds
of chemo, and then a revelation that would change the Texan’s life
forever. The doctor had located what he believed was the perfect bone
marrow match for his patient. Unbeknownst to Earl, two weeks before his
diagnosis, German Christine Waag registered to be a bone marrow donor.
Four months later — two days before Christmas — Christine got the call
that her “genetic twin” needed her.
His bone marrow transplant happened in Dallas on January 21, 2012.
It is a date Earl affectionately calls his “re-birthday.” The day before,
Christine had traveled from her home in southern Germany to a hospital
in Dresden. Her blood was taken, flowed through a centrifuge, and her
stem cells were isolated. Those stem cells were sped to an airport in
Germany and then flown directly to DFW, arriving at midnight. Earl
received that precious gift of life from a total stranger but, due to privacy
restrictions for donors in Germany, it would be two years before he would
know his donor’s name or get to meet her in person. When they did
meet two years later, the two became life-long friends. They even plan to
jump simultaneously from a plane over an Abilene Christian University
track meet in March to bring awareness to bone marrow donations, and
celebrate the 60th anniversary of Earl’s gold medal race. Earl will be
carrying that gold medal when he jumps.
For the next few years after his transplant, Earl’s body fought
hard to reject his donor’s cells, and the battle would prove to be an
excruciatingly slow one. The athlete’s once-sturdy legs were no longer
able to fully support his weight. His energy level was almost non-existent.
But with his strong faith in Christ, Earl’s fears were not of death during
that period: “[I was] not afraid to die; [I was] afraid to live like this.”
Regaining his health was paramount. “It makes you even more aware
of how fragile you are. I mean, I’m an Olympic Gold Medalist. This body
has gone to the top and now this body has experienced the bottom.” After
three years, Earl’s strength returned. “I never felt through all of this that I

was going to die, [but] it’s the worst experience recovery-wise.
There may be equals, but there’s nothing worse.” His recovery
convinced Earl that God had granted him another great victory,
and he was determined to make every moment count. He began
his Foundation, Earl Young’s Team, in an effort to defeat blood
cancer through donor awareness, and it has become one of his
greatest passions.
“I was lukewarm before this,” Earl confides. “I didn’t know
how lukewarm I was. I had no idea how lukewarm I was. I’m
not lukewarm anymore! I want
everybody to know and to know
 Earl with
for themselves [life’s] real. It’s
his mom and
real and it’s short. Get on with
dad.
your work, whatever you’re doing
(writing, running, whatever), do it
in the Name of the Lord. Do your
work as if you’re working for the
Lord!”
Being an athlete certainly
gives Earl an added level of
discipline, strength and training
that the average individual may
not possess, but the Olympian
dismisses the notion that it is
necessary to have those traits in
your corner to overcome life’s
obstacles.
Pulling inspiration
from others is important; having a
relationship with God is vital.
At the age of 12, Earl played Little League baseball and
attended an awards banquet in his hometown. The banquet
speaker was Olympian Louis Zamperini. His speech was a
memorable one for the budding young runner. Fast forward
to 2011, the same year Earl was diagnosed with cancer. The
book Unbroken had been released, relating the incredible trials
of Zamperini’s WWII experience after his Olympic games. Earl
had a phone conversation with the then 94-year-old Zamperini.
At the end of their conversation, Louis asked his fellow runner,
“How are you with the Lord?” That compassion created a
lasting bond between two Olympians who had both faced great
highs and great lows in life.
Reflecting on his Olympic success, Earl recalled his feelings
and the reason he found the inner strength to push on with
competitors at his heels. “It was a combination of joy in winning
and relief it was over!” Standing on the podium was a very
“heady” moment as well. “It [was] a time of pride…I was proud
to be representing the United States of America, of course. I’m
proud of this country; I consider myself a patriot. But I ran for
my parents. I ran for my school. I ran for my friends. There are

athletes that can mark off a distance and [say], ‘Let’s run.’ I can
do that, but I needed to do be doing it for somebody; I needed
to be doing it for a cause. It’s just like what I’m doing for this
Foundation. I need to be doing something for a reason.”
“I have a picture,” he says as he searches his cell phone for a
particular photo snapped after the gold medal awards ceremony
in Rome. He had just left the Olympic stadium and walked
through a tunnel into a beautiful practice area where his parents
were waiting for him. He holds the black and white photo up.
“This picture is mom and dad with
me and my medal,” he remembers
with quiet emotion. “That’s the
greatest picture in the world for
me.”
Earl Young is now eight years
removed from that re-birthday.
It’s been an amazing journey and
there’s still more to experience.
And though he can certainly lay
claim to his accomplishments, he
believes he was just an instrument,
just a runner throughout his life’s
highs and lows. “I want to give
God the glory for everything —
every breathe I take…”

Life is precious; saving a life is priceless.
Consider becoming a bone marrow donor.

Learn more at: EarlYoungsTeam.com

Cecelia Wilson, writer,
interviewing Earl Young.
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How You Can Help

about blood cancer

Visit

Every 4 minutes in the U.S., someone is diagnosed with a
blood cancer. For many patients, a bone marrow transplant
is the best chance for survival. While 30% of patients can
find a matching donor in their families, 70%, approximately
14,000 each year, must rely on a benevolent stranger to
step up and donate. Learn more about blood cancer and
how bone marrow donation can delete it. Then register for
your chance to give a patient a second chance at life.

www.EarlYoungsTeam.com

Blood cancer is an umbrella term for malignancies of the
blood, bone marrow or lymph nodes that affect normal
blood cell production or function. As these diseased blood
cells proliferate, they cause life-threatening damage to the
immune and circulatory systems.
Source – www.deletebloodcancer.com
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A Great Education Option

By Jennifer Webb

L

In partnership with the Christian foundation of the school,
iberty Christian School is a private elementary
school in Searcy with a history of excellence in education. Liberty has a strong focus on academics. Students at Liberty have
When the school began as a ministry of a local church in 1998 eight subjects every day. They are taught Bible, math, reading,
(Christian Life Church), the leadership of the congregation knew science, history, geography, language, spelling, and penmanship.
that one day the school would exist as an independent Christian Cursive writing instruction is taught at Liberty Christian and begins
school, and in December of 2000 the legal transition occurred. in 2nd grade, continuing through the 6th. The reading program has
Liberty Christian School was incorporated and began operating a strong emphasis on phonics, as well as comprehension.
Their approach to mathematics is also traditional, emphasizing
as a not-for-profit 501(c)(3) and has been providing outstanding
mental math and memorization of math facts un-aided by
Christian education to students for the past twenty years.
calculators.
“We
remember
our
They have the statebeginning with a genuine
mandated
amount of recess
appreciation for those who
time, but when class is in
had the vision to begin
session, the students know
a
private,
completely
it’s time to work. They are
independent Christian school
consistently engaged in
in our area,” said Hilary
learning activities while
Polston, who has been the
they are in the classroom,
administrator of Liberty
encouraging a strong work
Christian School for the past
ethic. This was apparent to
twenty years.
me during a walk through the
As the quote above
school grounds.
states, unlike most other
As I toured the Pre-K
Christian schools, Liberty
through
6th Grade classrooms,
is not affiliated with any
I
saw
teachers that were
particular denomination or
“Students greatly benefit by being instructed by
passionate about their jobs and
church. Liberty students
qualified and caring teachers in classrooms with low
greeted us with smiles. The
come from many different
student to teacher ratios.”
students were polite, engaged
congregations, as does the
in learning and focused on
faculty, staff, and school
their studies. Even the smallest
board members. They focus
of children were working hard
on scriptural truth of the
at learning.
Bible as a uniting theme.
Each classroom was colorful, inviting, and cheerful. Adding to
Students are taught foundational truths, such as they are created
by God and that He has a wonderful purpose for their lives. They that cheerfulness were the warm smiles of every teacher who was
are told about the love and sacrifice of Jesus Christ and the pleasure clearly bursting with pride in her work and in her students. Liberty
of having a relationship with Him. Bible class is held daily and teachers frequently use active-learning techniques to engage
an age-graded curriculum published through the Association of students in daily assignments. I observed a spelling race in first
grade where two students wrote words on the board as fast as they
Christian Schools International is used.
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“Liberty is a great education option that’s worthy
of consideration when it comes to choosing
what’s best for your child.”

could. Both were focused and spelled the word correctly, both on the
board and orally in spelling-bee fashion.
In fourth grade, I observed students taking a quiz in history that they
barely looked up from as I entered the room. They were focused and
quiet, making the best use of their work time. Each classroom gave the
appearance of working like a well-oiled machine - something that any
teacher will tell you does not happen by accident.
Every staff member confesses a belief in Jesus Christ. All of the
faculty members are certified teachers with more than half the teachers
having their master’s degrees. Students greatly benefit by being
instructed by qualified and caring teachers in classrooms with low
student to teacher ratios. Students receive more individualized attention
in positive learning environments.
Additionally, the faculty also organizes and leads Chapel each
Wednesday morning at Liberty. The teachers use scripture as the
foundation and the Character First curriculum as a guide for teaching
students about important character traits.
Throughout the whole school, I was greeted by a cheerful peace and
a culture of learning, respect, and love. According to Hilary Polston,
“We have a humble passion for quality Christian-based education.”
After-School Care is another program available to students enrolled
at Liberty Christian School. The program operates each school day
until 5:30 p.m. Parents can pay a weekly fee for regular use or a daily
rate on an as-needed basis.
After finishing Liberty, most students transfer to public schools at the
junior high level. Others have chosen to continue in private education.
Former Liberty students have gone on to become Arkansas Governor’s
School attendees, honor graduates, and active participants in fine arts,
athletics, and school clubs. Liberty students transition well after having
benefitted from a strong academic and spiritual foundation, challenging
work ethic, and a confident attitude of “I can do hard things.”
Unlike public schools, Liberty is not bound by district lines and
readily accepts students from surrounding school districts.They
typically operate on the same calendar as Searcy Public Schools and
follow state attendance laws.
Liberty is far from a one-person ministry. Administrator Hilary
Polston knows that she has a fantastic team of teachers, as well as school
board members. The current school board members are Melissa Allen
(President), Jason Evans, Marty Bayne, Allison Martin, and Jeremy
Garner. One major role of the Board is ensuring the financial stability
of the school. Receiving no government funding, Liberty operates
solely from tuition, fundraising, and donations. The past twenty years
has seen many outstanding people serving on the governing board to
help ensure the continued growth and progress of the school.

“Throughout the whole school, I was
greeted by a cheerful peace and
a culture of learning, respect, and
love.”
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“Liberty provides a very safe and family-oriented
atmosphere that promotes service opportunities
and encourages good character development.”

Liberty is a great education option that’s worthy of
consideration when it comes to choosing what’s best for your
child. They sincerely strive to keep the tuition competitive
and offer multi-child discounts to families. There is also a
tuition reduction program available to those who qualify.
Liberty provides a very safe and family-oriented atmosphere
that promotes service opportunities and encourages good
character development.
Liberty Christian is currently enrolling Pre-K through 6th
grade for next school year. If you would like to learn more
about the school and the learning opportunities offered there,
you can contact Hilary Polston at 501-268-4848, visit the
website at libertychristianschool.net, or visit the facilities
at 1202 South Benton Street in Searcy. They would love to
have your child join them as they begin their next twenty
years of educating students in the Searcy area.

Jennifer Webb is a personal
development
blogger
and
author of the book “The Pearl
Perspective: How Changing Your
Perspective Can Change Your Life”
(available on Amazon). You can
see more from her on her blog
at contentmentquesting.com as well as get
information about her online course designed
to help you find your inner drive and motivation
to pursue and catch your personal goals!
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“We have a humble passion for quality
Christian-based education.”
~ Hilary Polston, Administrator
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Uncovering
History
By Kimberlee Bledsoe

W

e have always heard the saying... “If these walls
could talk...” and that is exactly what happened as I
walked into Highland Home Holdings in downtown
Searcy to visit Dr. Jim Carr. I first noticed the walls. They are
exposed brick that form this mosaic of color, shape and wear that
has taken a lifetime to create. When Dr. Carr began to renovate,
he said several layers of paint and materials had covered these
walls and had to be removed. As each layer was removed, they got
closer and closer to the original.
Lately, I feel this way about history, and wanting to explore it more.
Like these walls, what if we just carry on and “cover” over the past?
When do the layers become so thick that we can’t remember our
roots, our foundations, the lessons we’ve learned, how far we have
come and how we got there?
Thankfully we have people like Dr. Jim Carr, who is helping to “uncover” history.
Located at 309 North Spruce, this building has risen like a phoenix
through at least 3 fires. It has seen the introduction of paved roads,
sidewalks, automobiles replacing carriages, and businesses that have
come and gone. It “racked” up fun in the 1950s as Pastime Billiards, a
then popular hangout spot for men.
Now called Highland Homes Holdings, it is named in honor of
Dr. Jim Carr’s mother’s ancestral home, Highland Homes, located
in Montgomery, Alabama. By just opening the door, you are already
inviting the past into today.
As you enter this early 1900s building, you are met with the most
beautiful wooden desks and shelving. And no, these were not bought
from some high end furniture gallery, but believe me, they would give
them a run for their money. These are planks and barn doors saved
from Wilson’s Feed Store, which stood on South Oak Street in Searcy
for many, many years. The desktops are home to pieces of history
where you will find a piece of the Berlin Wall, a diploma from the allfemale Galloway College in Searcy dated June 4, 1902, and an old,
well-worn copy of the Bible’s New Testament belonging to Dr. Carr’s
mother, Mary, dated July 11, 1929.
In Dr. Jim Carr’s office, the exposed brick walls are a perfect
backdrop for the amazing collection of public figure photographs that
grace them, with each frame containing a captured moment in time.

Dr. Jim Carr
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 Dredged from the bottom of the White River, the
beautiful polished posts and handrails of the stairs are
beginning their second act.

“...This building has risen like a phoenix through at
least 3 fires. It has seen the introduction of paved
roads, sidewalks, automobiles replacing carriages,
and businesses that have come and gone.”

A New Testament Bible
belonging to Dr. Carr’s
mother, Mary.

The stairs also allow you to “step” into history. Dredged from the
bottom of the White River, the beautiful polished posts and handrails
are beginning their second act.
The spindles of this staircase even have a story of their own. Instead
of wooden spindles, you will find a great iron criss-crossed piece whose
first job was actually being a part of “Bubbles” Choates’ Carnival
Rides. I find this most fitting, because exploring history is a ride. I’m
just holding on and seeing where it takes me.
When you cover something, you are usually trying to protect it, hide
it, or close it. It’s like an object locked in a glass cabinet. You can see
it, you know it is there, but you can’t reach through to it. That is why I
am thankful to Dr. Jim Carr and others interested in uncovering history.
History is a story that can make you smile, make you cry, make you
grateful, make you scared and make you brave. History can make you
learn, make you grow, and make sure you don’t repeat mistakes.
Most importantly, history is what makes YOU.

A piece of
the Berlin
Wall

Planks and barn doors are saved from Wilson’s Feed Store.
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Writer Kimberlee Bledsoe

 In Dr. Jim Carr’s office the exposed brick walls are
a perfect backdrop for the amazing collection of public
figure photographs that grace them.

“I first noticed the walls. They are
exposed brick that form this mosaic of
color, shape and wear that has
taken a lifetime to create.”
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“When do the layers become so thick that
we can’t remember our roots, our foundations,
the lessons we’ve learned, how far we have come
and how we got there?”
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Dr. Jim Carr has opened
Highland Homes Holdings
with a beautifully renovated
office at 309 N. Spruce in
Downtown Searcy
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Best Building
Renovation

Under 5,000 Sq. Ft.
From Main Street Arkansas
309 N. Spruce

 Dr. Carr’s office was a popular spot as
Pastime Billiards in the 1950s
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Living An

Uncluttered Life
By Jennifer Abbott with Life Simplified

O

ver the course of my fortyseven years I have moved
nineteen times. Some of these moves have
been just across town, other moves have
been bigger moves to other states, while
the biggest moves have been to different
locations within the country of Mexico,
as a missionary with my husband. None
of them were easy. Moving never is. I
always had the task before me of sorting,
purging, and organizing my belongings so
I could set myself up quickly and efficiently in our new home. For
much of my adult life my husband and I have been in ministry or
preparing to be in ministry. Later, the Lord moved us on to taking

care of my aging parents and then, finally, here to Searcy just
over six years ago. I have worked at the hospital during this past
chapter of my life, but had been praying that the Lord would open
another door for me to help me support our family. I have missed
being in ministry, serving and encouraging others. About a year
ago, the Lord opened a new opportunity that came in the form of
starting my own business, an organizing business. Since beginning
this venture, I have spent this past year practicing on friends and
family, to get a feel for what works and what doesn’t work. Once
I gained the confidence I needed to start working for others, I got
my business license and launched out on this new adventure. Mind
you, this was not without much fear and trembling, but also with
the peace that God gives when we step out and do what He has put
on our hearts to do.

as we have begun this new decade, so many of us have made resolutions of wanting to be more organized.
Here are three tips to keep in mind as you tackle your decluttering and organizing project:

1 Do Something

After

One of these tips came as a result of hearing a quote many
years ago by a Christian author, Cynthia Heald, “If anything
is worth doing, it is worth doing badly.” This really shook up my
thinking, because here I was focusing on how I should do things
with my best effort and excellently. But with that kind of thinking
I wasn’t getting anything done, because I didn’t feel it was going
to be good enough. After I wrestled with this statement, I began
to see that doing something, even if it wasn’t as good as I thought
it should be, was at least better than doing nothing at all. If you’re
sitting there at home looking at a mountain of clutter, you may be
overwhelmed. Trust me, you are not alone. Decide today that it’s
time to do something, because you
know that doing nothing
will get you nowhere.
Before

“

Decide today that it’s time to do

something, because you know that doing
nothing will get you nowhere.”
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2 Be Kind & Patient

After

Tip two, be kind and patient with yourself. You did not get into
a cluttered mess in a day, and more than likely you are not going to get
out of that clutter in a day either. This leads to my final tip.

“

You did not get into a

cluttered mess in a day, and more
than likely you are not going to get
out of that clutter in a day either.”

Before

After

3

Set 15 Minutes

Tip three, if you have 15 minutes a day to scroll through FB, or
Instagram, you have 15 minutes to work on decluttering your home.
Start with a junk drawer, a shelf in your kitchen, or a drawer in your
dresser. Just keep this thought in your mind: do one small section a day.
Set your timer for 15 minutes, keep a trash can nearby and a donation box
as well. Set about sorting like items, and purge the items that are unused,
unwanted, or that you just don’t like or that don’t fit well anymore. In
a box or basket, set aside the items that belong in another part of your
home, to be put away when the project is done. Put your remaining items
back, using containers if that is your preference. When that donation box
is full, get it out of your house and delivered to the donation spot of your
choice. Start small, then before you know it all these little steps will have
you living in a decluttered room, and eventually a decluttered home.

“

Before

Start small, then before you know it all these

little steps will have you living in a decluttered room, and
eventually a decluttered home.”

I know I’m making it sound easy; sometimes it is, and sometimes it isn’t. When the task seems overwhelming and you
are wanting someone to help you through the process, please give me a call. That’s what I do. We can set up a free
consultation and see if the services that I offer would be a good fit for you.

Free classes will be offered. Come and learn your personal
organizing style and how to implement that in your home.

Facebook page: facebook.com/lifesimplifiedsearcy

Carmichael Community Center • Searcy, AR
Monday, March 16 • 11:00-12:00 • Room 1
Thursday, March 19 • 7:00-8:00 • Room 2
Wednesday, April 1 • 1:00-2:00 • Auditorium
Tuesday, April 7 • 7:00-8:00 • Room 1
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L iving the
Berkley Reed, Entrepreneur

By Martha Duncan Overby
erkley Reed did not intend to become an by the Food and Drug administration and was involved in a project
electrician, let alone, own his own electrical at the Pine Bluff Arsenal.
Around 2006, Mr. Reed took on a contract to install lighting
business. Both his grandfathers were farmers in
upgrades
in Military Motor Pools around the state of Arkansas,
the Delta between Holly Grove and Turkey Scratch. He was
pretty sure farming would be his occupation. Yet, when he was with most of that work being done at the Camp Robinson location.
in fourth grade, the family lived in Prescott, AR, and his father With his workload increased by this new client, he asked Berkley
was working as an electrician. During high school and right out to take over the White County area for his business in 2008.
After years of experience working
of high school, Berkley worked for
as an electrician, in 2011 Berkley
Southern Farmers Association,
Reed created Reed Electric Inc.
mixing feed and loading hay. By
“Berkley Reed shows the classic
With experience working for
age 19 though, he was working as
customers ranging from residential
an electrician full time for a large
example of hardworking
to industrial and commercial
electrical contracting company in
entrepreneurship and walking
projects, Reed Electric can handle
central Arkansas, and working part
all your electrical needs, from new
time at the farm store every day
out that American dream of building
construction to rewiring existing
and every Saturday for all of 1995
your own business.”
homes or businesses. Berkley Reed
and 1996. So much for the farming
and his family have served White
plans.
County and the surrounding area
In 1995, his father moved to
for over 24 years, and his business
Searcy, working under the name
is still family owned and operated.
R & R Electric. By 1997, Berkley
They are licensed, bonded and
was working with his father. Some of
those early projects were Dryer’s Shoe Store on the courthouse insured, and are rated A+ by the Better Business Bureau. Berkley
and his family live in Beebe. Their customers are their neighbors.
square, the old White County Jail, and Battery Warehouse.
By 2000, Berkley had taken a job with a larger Little Rock firm. Victoria Moody, the office manager, tells me a large portion of
This new employer had the capacity to work on some very large their business are repeat customers, which says something about
projects. While he was with them, Berkley worked on wiring the their customer service practices. In 2017, Reed Electric was voted
UAMS hospital, worked on a high-rise building being remodeled Best of the Best by readers of the Daily Citizen newspaper.
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“

Berkley Reed and his family have

served White County and the surrounding area for
over 24 years, and his business is still
family owned and operated.”

They serve the central Arkansas area, including Little Rock,
North Little Rock, Cabot, Conway, Heber Springs, Searcy and
Bald Knob. And, they employ an after-hours call service that can
reach them if you have an electrical need any time of day. They
are located at 2516 Hwy 31 N. in Beebe.
Reed Electric is also an authorized dealer for Generac
Generators. Haven’t we all had the thought during the winter
season that it would be great to have a backup generator for our
homes? No one knows when the next big storm will take down
local power lines. Reed Electric can arrange to have your generator
financed. They also offer a service agreement for any generator
they sell, so your unit is checked twice a year and has annual oil
and battery changes, all done by their trained technicians.
In 2013, Berkley Reed diversified his business by building 152
storage units, and recently expanded into equipment rental. All
three businesses operate out of the one location.
Reed Mini Storage, LLC is a gated self-storage, offering units
ranging in size from 5’x10’, 10’x10’ and 10’x20’, as well as
12’x35’ boat, RV and trailer storage.
The most rented items at Reed Rentals & Sales LLC, are the
Takeuchi Mini Excavator (for digging and clearing land), and a
Skid Steer (for moving debris, dirt and rocks). Another popular
piece of equipment they offer is the Genie Manlift with bucket.
For someone who was aimed at being a farmer, I’m
thinking Berkley Reed is a classic example of hardworking
entrepreneurship and walking out that American dream of building
your own business. Many Americans have lost that dream. It takes
a certain discernment of the needs in your community and ability
to risk your own effort and money to launch out in new areas,
believing in the profit to come.
I asked Mr. Reed what he would tell a young person
considering the choice of becoming an employee or launching
into entrepreneurship with their own business. First, he laughed.
Then his response was, “It’s very difficult. It is not for everyone.
It takes a lot of self-dedication and motivation. When you don’t
have anyone to tell you what to do, it’s up to you to get the
job done.” Well, Reed Electric has been “getting the job done”
for years now. And what’s more, now with storage rentals and
equipment rentals, they will help you get your job done too.

Reed Electric Inc. (501) 882-6805
Reed Mini Storage, LLC (501) 882-6780
Reed Rental & Sales LLC, (501) 882-3732

Takeuchi TL8 Compact Skid Steer

Takeuchi TB230 Compact
excavator
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Genie TZ-34/20 Boom,
40 Ft. working height

Hometown Entrepreneurs.
At

We love to tell their stories!
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W
The

alking
ounded

By Timothy R. Kamerman, D.C.

Over the course of thirty years of practice, I have seen numerous people
enter my office with various symptoms that seemingly cannot be explained
by a test or procedure.

I

call them the “walking
wounded.” They may
have symptoms related to
diabetes or a thyroid problem,
and yet, blood tests may not
confirm that the disease is
present. They may be in a predisease status or period before
the organs are stressed long
enough to show up in a blood
test or other test identifying
the health problem.
So it is with other symptoms like numbness, tingling, burning, or
pain in different areas of the body. You can have those symptoms,
and yet, a test like an MRI, CT scan, or bone scan, etcetera, may
not identify a significant problem at the time.
Decades ago, a brilliant neurosurgeon named Alf Brieg shed
some light on an underlying cause that even to this day is commonly
overlooked. Dr. Brieg often did experiments and surgeries on
human beings and animals both alive and dead to demonstrate how
pressure on the spinal cord could show symptoms in various parts
of the body.
A brief and simplistic explanation of the anatomy of the body is
in order to understand what Dr. Brieg was talking about. Around
the brain and spinal cord are three layers of strong tissue called
meninges. They are the dura, arachnoid, and pia layers. Pia is the
innermost layer next to the brain and spinal cord and its arrangement
is in a diagonal fashion, much like the Chinese finger trap that I
show demonstrated on my fingers in the picture. Also, you will
see a diagram from Dr. Brieg’s writings (pg 79) and an additional
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schematic of a Chinese finger trap demonstrating the coverings
of the spinal cord (below). As you stretch the spinal cord or the
Chinese finger trap, you will see a compression or thinning of the
thickness in the center, demonstrating pressure that is increased in
one area of the spinal cord. Because these coverings of meninges
go from the skull to the tail bone, you can get pressure virtually
at any level, which then can cause various symptoms that can go
undetected by many conventional tests and procedures. However,
just because they aren’t seen on those tests, does not mean that
it is not present. Because of the attachment of these meninges to
different bony areas, when you change the normal curvatures of
the spine, like in scoliosis or a reversed curve of the neck, you
can cause a tension that is long standing to occur on the meninges
and thus the spinal cord. Many times, symptoms will result as the
tension stays there year after year, and finally the body gets to the
breaking point.
Hyperelongated

Normal

Compressed

“I believe in a cause and effect world, and that if the
effect is a symptom, then there generally is a cause.”
Dr. Brieg demonstrated that when he did surgery to take pressure off of the meninges,
and thus the spinal cord, many symptoms in his patients would go away for a short period
of time, and sometimes permanently. Fortunately, there are many mechanical techniques
that have been adopted to take pressure off of the structure, and thus the meninges, without
having to do spinal surgery in many cases.
I believe in a cause and effect world, and that if the effect is a symptom, then there
generally is a cause. If you are the walking wounded and you have a symptom or pain
that is not responding to care, there certainly is a cause to that symptom or pain. And, if
you continue to search, you eventually will find the cause that has produced the effect.
Removing the effect can have benefits, but if you can remove the cause the correction can
be permanent.
I have spent the last ten to fifteen years studying more and more methods that effectively
reduce the mechanical pressure on the spine, and thus pressure off the spinal cord and
spinal nerves, to accomplish relief in these individuals. My number one advice to the
walking wounded is to not lose hope, and to always keep believing that there is an answer.
At Chiropractic Care Clinic, I feel the number one thing that I can do is give people hope;
that a change is just around the corner and is possible when we continue to dig deeper.

2924 Hawkins Dr. • Searcy, AR • 501-268-2273
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Gaining
By Eric McMullen

Perspective

If you’re willing to get down on his level, Brock (pictured below) will give you the best hug of
your life. He really presses his face into yours. It’s a deep and rich connection. You feel the love! To
be able to give and receive God’s Love is the absolute joy and purpose of life. It’s the focus of Christ’s
great commandment, and he proclaimed it would be the mark of those that follow him. But life is
complicated and it’s easy to lose perspective.

I

experienced the weight of this recently while
attending a health course in San Diego with other health
coaches, personal trainers and medical professionals. It
was a truly holistic course, covering our mind/body connection as
well as our spiritual health. When the time came for the teacher to
take one of us as a guinea pig through a model health consultation,
the guy next to me raised his hand.
John was a young man in his 20’s, a real giant of a guy with a
personality as big as his frame. The model consultation quickly
revealed how much personal crisis he was in. He wanted to help
people with their health, but needed to work on his own first. In
discussing issues like eating and sleeping habits he seemed fine,
but questions that dug deeper made him visibly uncomfortable.
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“I just don’t get what it’s all for,” he nearly yelled. “If our
lives have as much meaning as you say, why so much
pain? You keep talking about our vision and purpose and
God and it makes absolutely no sense to me right now!”
The more John went on I could hear the strain in his voice. The
interview was getting too personal for him. He was visibly agitated
and tired of hearing about there being meaning and purpose behind
all the pain he’d experienced in his life. And he, like everyone else,
had been through his share.
Most of his memories of his parents were of them fighting,
yelling or abusing him. When he was 12, they had sent him
halfway around the world to live with a grandmother he barely

knew in Nigeria. The culture shock for the young boy really isolated
him; he felt unwanted by his parents, and he carried that isolation
with him as an adult.
As I watched John being challenged to work through his pain,
break free and be the person that God created him to be, I saw what
looked like a caged tiger being poked and prodded. He got defensive
and aggressive towards our teacher. The teacher’s response?
“Well, John, if you feel that way, what’s kept you from
ending your life?”
Wow! That’s not the approach I would have taken, was my first
thought. It left John looking pretty stunned. I knew for the first time
in their conversation that, for better or worse, we were about to get
somewhere.
“Let me ask you a different question,” said the teacher.
“When is the last time you really loved somebody?”
John still looked stunned. So the teacher asked again:
“John, when is the last time you really loved somebody?”
Then John’s face broke. He lowered his head and quietly said he
wasn’t sure if he’d ever felt love.
He began to cry, softly at first, and then harder. Our teacher walked
over to him and held onto his hand. John began to tremble, shake
and cry loudly. The teacher asked if we could all come over and lay
our hands on John, sharing our love with him. Some prayed silently
with eyes closed, some just watched. I did a little of both.
For the longest 5 minutes of my life, I watched John shake
violently, yell and sob. His groans were deep and guttural. I thought
to myself that if he got violent I would be the first person in his path.
After a time, his cries softened. His breath slowed and the room
became incredibly quiet. The teacher broke the silence.
“John. Did you feel that?”
John lifted his head, his eyes red and face wet.
“The love and connection you feel right now from the
people in this room is the reason you are here. It’s why we
are all here. It’s the reason we go through so much pain and
come out saying it was worth it!”
John nodded his head. There wasn’t a dry eye in the place. I could
tell John really got it. It was like a profound church experience, but
very different from most services I’ve attended. I knew that although
he didn’t get all his questions answered (and we never do!), he had
learned the deeper truth. Some things are complicated and beyond
answers, but John’s story reminds me that the most powerful truths
are simple.
“Love bears all things, believes all things, hopes all
things, endures all things.” (1 Corinthians ESV)
Some days life feels like it makes sense; other days I can very
much relate to John. It’s on those days I can take the message
behind one of Brock’s hugs: Love and connection have a way
of making life make sense.

“To be able to give and receive
God’s Love is the absolute joy and
purpose of life.”
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Wood Plank Headboard
As my daughter, Ashlynn, quickly approaches 15 years old, she’s decided she
wants a more “mature” look for her bedroom. She loves the Boho style decor, with a touch of
Mid-century modern. While I was, of course, excited to get to redecorate her room, she tends
to like to redecorate often, which she comes by honestly! So, I didn’t want to spend a lot of
money on the project. Of course, DIY was the answer!

When decorating (or redecorating) a room, it’s best to start with the larger and/or most important
pieces in the room - in this case the headboard - and work your way down to the smaller pieces. The
larger pieces have the most impact and set the tone for the room.
For Ashlynn’s room, I decided to make a stained wood, plank headboard. The wood works well
with both the Boho and Mid-century styles that she likes, but is versatile enough to match other
styles should she change out her decor again.

by amanda Lutrell

1

I began by picking out my wood
planks. I chose 1x8 “select” pine
boards. I chose the “select” because
it is a better grade of wood and
doesn’t have knot holes, giving it the
“clean” look I wanted. The store had
several widths and lengths available.
I decided that five 1x8s put together
would make a nice height for the
headboard, and was able to get them
in 4-ft lengths, which saved a lot of
cutting for me because I could use
them as they were. I also purchased
1x3s in the same select pine to frame
out the headboard.

2

I chose Minwax Early American
stain for this project, and stained
all of the 1x8s and 1x3s. (The
back side of the 1x8s don’t have
to be stained as they will not be
showing.)
When choosing a stain color, be
sure to test on the same wood you
will be using with your project.
Color and absorption will vary
with different types of wood.

*

4
I used a stud finder to ensure I
put my laths on studs and then
screwed them into the wall,
making sure to keep them level
with each other.

3

After the stain had dried completely, I laid all five of my 1x8s butted
up together to get the exact height of the headboard. I used this
measurement to cut 2 pieces of a 1x4 in the same length (36 ¼
inches) to make laths for the headboard to attach to.
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*Since I was making a twin sized
headboard, I only needed 2 laths,
for a larger headboard more laths
should be used.

5
I began at the base of my laths
and nailed the first 1x8 plank,
making sure to keep the board
level and even with the bottom of
both laths.

7
To hide the rough edges and for
a more “finished” look, I used
the 1x3s to make a frame around
the top and both sides of the
headboard.

6
I worked my way up, nailing each
plank onto the laths and butted up
to the plank below.

Not only was this headboard easy to make, it’s
a beautiful piece that goes with Ashlynn’s style now, and
any that she may choose in the future!

Be sure to check out the next issue
for a DIY nightstand!
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Success with

“My Searcy Living
ads always get our
store feedback
and results unlike
any other form of
advertising
we use!”

“The success of
our preliminary
advertising
commitment with
Searcy Living
led us to become
consistent clients.”

~Jay Moore
Homer’s Ace
Hardware

~Jeremy Ford
Integrity Pool
Services
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“My first ad in
Searcy Living
brought me
ten new clients
within weeks.”
~Lindsey Edwards
Southern Roots
Salon

We would like
to thank

“Shianna’s Cleaning has
been advertising with
Searcy Living for many
years. It has brought many
long term customers. We
always know when the
edition comes out because
the phone starts ringing.
My daughter Cesilee put
her number in the last issue
as the manager and her
exact words were, ‘MOM,
my phone keeps ringing.’
The greatest advertising
for us is the Searcy Living
Christmas Catalog. We
receive 100’s of coupons
each year to the point that
we bring in holiday help.
The coupons keep coming
in through our expiration
date on our coupon which
is May. If you are wanting
to grow your business we
would recommend Searcy
Living and especially the
Christmas edition. We love
the hardworking staff and
all Searcy Living stands
for.”

all the
advertisers
and readers
that make
this magazine
possible!
We are
hometown
owned and
hometown
proud!

your hometown magazine

~ Shianna Cowell
Shianna’s Cleaning
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Find yourself on

.com
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The farm project
By Kelly Ledbetter

O

ne year, I traded for a 1950 Harry Ferguson
tractor. Harry was the man who designed and
developed the three point hitch system making
every company’s equipment usable with every other
tractor. It made tractors and equipment interchangeable.

It wasn’t long until we found the motor on the tractor had been
doped to disguise the fact that it was worn out. Evidently they
had put some kind of thick oil in it because we changed the oil
and it started smoking so bad we couldn’t see the tractor. That
year, Travis was in FFA and the teacher said they would have
to have a farm project for the year. This was perfect. We would
rebuild the motor on the tractor for his FFA project.
He came home the next day and told me his teacher said
rebuilding a tractor engine wasn’t a farm project.
“What?????? If rebuilding a tractor engine is not a real life
farm project, your teacher needs to tell me what is.” The next
day he came home and said the teacher had changed his/her
mind, that it could be considered a farm project so we tore into
the tractor. The engine was an overhead valve, four cylinder
Continental. We got the head off and took it to the machine shop
for a wear inspection. At the same time, we pulled the pistons
and rods from the block and checked the block for wear. There
was an unbelievable amount of crud built up in the oil pan and
block. We had to scrape off the old gaskets, dig out crud, blow
out oil holes and clean, clean, clean. The block was in good

“That was 24 years ago
and it’s still going strong.”
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enough shape, we didn’t have to bore it or turn the crankshaft.
We installed piston rings and rod bearings and put the short
block back together, every bolt torqued and ready. The head was
a different story. The machinist said every moving part was worn
out. That’s valves, springs, keepers, guides, seats and seals.
Every port that is machined into the head needed remachining.
The work just on the head alone was $425, a lot of money for
that tractor at the time but the machinist said, “think about this.
It took fifty years to wear it out and it’ll do that again if you’ll fix
it right .” I really didn’t want to spend that much on the tractor
but I did want to fix it right.
He got all the head work done, we picked up the new gaskets
and put it all back together. The oil pan gasket was not available
at that time and I had to make one but all went well and when
we got it all back together, it ran like when it was new in 1950.
We were so happy with it, we put new tires on it, did some body
work and painted it all over including the wheels, then added
a Chrysler alternator system and headlights. Rebuilding the
engine turned into a complete renewing of the tractor. That was
24 years ago and it’s still going strong. Fantastic father-son-FFA
project.
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he Imagine & Believe Foster Care and Adoption Boutique is simply a place dedicated
for use in helping foster & adoptive families, and sometimes emergency situations. Our awesome
Searcy Living readers bring in donations, enabling foster parents to be able to ‘shop’ for what they need
for foster and adopted children at no cost.
Our office is located at 812 S. Main Street in Searcy. We welcome gently used or new items. Thank
you, Searcy, for your generosity and time spent to support the Foster Care Boutique!
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To all who generously donate to
The Imagine & Believe Foundation,
we thank you for your continued support
and the impact you make in the lives
of foster, adopted, and disadvantaged
children. These are just a few who
make this ministry possible.

103 children
spend time in White County
foster care on average each day
due to abuse or neglect.

On average, there are only

62 families

to care for these children.
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Thanks to everyone who donates!

The Imagine & Believe
Foundation gives you

a way to let foster and
adoptive families know
they are not alone.
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Bid on desserts for Easter dinner and
support a great cause!
April 9, 2020
At the Searcy Country Club
2729 W. Country Club Rd.
Tickets $20
Tickets available at Searcy Living
812 S. Main St.
Go to the Imagine & Believe Facebook page
for more information.
Heavy hors d’oeuvres will be served.
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Dinner
&

a magazine

6 fresh roma
tomatoes
(I buy organic ones
at Kroger), diced

1 fresh lime

The zest & juice

Pico de Gallo

While the phrase pico de gallo literally
translates as “beak of rooster,” this has absolutely
no roosters or beaks in it. It is simply a very
fresh salsa type of mixture used to top a multitude
of foods. Make it spicy or leave the heat out
altogether; this might just become the condiment
you won’t want to run out of. I don’t add jalapeños
to ours at home, only because if we have guests
who don’t like spicy foods it will still be enjoyable
to them. You can always add jalapeños to yours if
you prefer.
1. In a roomy mixing bowl combine all the
ingredients listed. You’ll want to zest your lime
after washing it, then once you have all the outer
green zest off, simply cut the lime in half and
squeeze all the juice out and even scrape that pulp
out too.
Tanya Turner Leckie’s
cookbook, Cartwheels In The Kitchen,
is available by e-mailing her at
lazydaygourmet@sbcglobal.net.

1/2 fresh onion

Purple or yellow, diced

1/4 bunch cilantro
Including stems

cumin 1 Tsp ground
oregano 1 Tsp dried
sea salt 1 Tsp
Applewood smoked
( found at Good
Measure Market)
garlic 1/2 Tsp fresh
minced
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By Tanya Leckie

Partial proceeds through sales benefit
the Makonde Team mission work in
Tanzania, Africa.

2. When chopping the cilantro, chop the
stems up into very small pieces, but it doesn’t
matter as much whether you chop the leaves
up small. All the flavor is in the stems but the
cilantro leaves add color and texture.
3. The smoked salt adds a fabulous smokiness
to the pico, but you can use regular salt as
well. At this point you may add pickled or fresh
jalapeños if you prefer a spicy pico.
4. Gently stir ingredients well and spoon into
jars to store in the fridge. Pico is great on eggs,
avocados, as well as almost any Mexican or Tex
Mex food you serve. Enjoy!
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Crossword

Across
1. Liberty is not bound by these lines.
4. Tracy explains this is the most valuable
gift.
5. “When you don’t have anyone to tell
you what to do, it’s up to you to get the job
_______.”
6. What is the name for proteins found in
wheat?

Down
2. “Decide today that it’s time to do
_______.”
3. “Love and connection have a way of
making _______ make sense.”

Find the Answers

.com

Riddles

What commonly used 11
letter word is always
spelled incorrectly?
I have never been but
always will be. No one has
ever seen me, but everyone
knows I exist. I give people
motivation to be better
every day. What am I?
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Keep your head up. God gives His
hardest battles to His strongest
soldiers.

Show your support for life and help raise money
at the same time! Purchase an official Choose Life
Arkansas License Plate for the rear of your car. You
can obtain one through direct purchase from the
Department of Finance and Administration.
Let’s make the readership of Searcy Living the
BIGGEST supporters for life in the state!
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